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Abstract

This thesis investigates Leonard Cohen's Beautiful Losers and Hubert Aquin's
Prochain episode in terms of postcolonial and postmodern theory. These novels are often
interpreted as being either one or the other. Critics rarely take into consideration that
both of these works have features which can be seen to fit both theories. Both of these
authors are valued as some of the more difficult novels to comprehend in terms of
Canadian novels making this thesis even more complex and a challenge to write. It made
sense to choose to investigate these two works side by side because they have a lot of
similarities. Some of these resemblances range from aspects as basic as the time period
when the novels were written to the author's methods of using history to make social
commentary. It was also important to use two writers from Montreal, each from one of
the two solitudes, in order to explore how their novels fit postmodern and postcolonial
theories. This theoretical thesis attempts to show how both Leonard Cohen and Hubert
Aquin do not use their writing for a nihilistic purpose.

Each author uses historical

situations to display a hope for new beginnings in the future. Despite all of the literature
that exists on both Leonard Cohen and Hubert Aquin, this study tries to show a different
interpretation then what has already been done.

Mots cles: postmodernism, postcolonialism, Cohen, Aquin, history

V

Resume

La presente these se propose d'etudier les romans Beautiful Losers de Leonard Cohen et
Prochain

episode

d'Hubert Aquin a la lumiere des theories postcoloniales et

postmodernes. On interprete souvent ces romans selon l'un ou 1'autre de ces angles
d'approche. Les critiques prennent rarement en compte le fait que ces deux ceuvres ont
des caracteristiques qui peuvent convenir aux deux cadres theoriques. On estime
generalement qu'il s'agit de deux romans tres complexes du corpus litteraire canadien et
quebecois, ce qui rend d'autant plus ardu le travail d'analyse de ces ceuvres. L'etude
comparative des deux romans se justifie entre autres par les elements qu'ils ont en
commun. Ces points de ressemblance incluent la date de publication de ces livres, mais
aussi l'utilisation qui est faite par chaque romancier de l'histoire comme outil de
commentaire social. II est aussi opportun d'etudier cote a cote l'oeuvre de deux ecrivains
montrealais, appartenant a l'une et l'autre des « deux solitudes », afin d'explorer de
quelle maniere leur roman s'insere dans les approches theoriques postmodernes et
postcoloniales. La presente these se penche done sur des elements theoriques afin de
tenter de demontrer que tant Leonard Cohen qu'Hubert Aquin ne se servent pas de leur
ecriture a des fins nihilistes. Chaque auteur a recours a des evenements historiques afin
de laisser entrevoir un certain espoir en de nouveaux lendemains. Le present memoire
tente ainsi de proposer une interpretation differente de Beautiful Losers et de Prochain
episode tout en prenant appui sur les etudes anterieures faites sur Leonard Cohen et
Hubert Aquin.
Mots cles : postmodernism, postcolonialism, Cohen, Aquin, history
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INTRODUCTION:
ON P O S T M O D E R N I S M A N D

POSTCOLONIALISM

1

Through my research, I am proposing to analyze the differences between the
postmodernist and postcolonialist perspectives on the novels Beautiful Losers by Leonard Cohen
and Prochain episode by Hubert Aquin to suggest that these works are postcolonial. Ever since
postmodernism arrived on the scene in the late sixties and early seventies, it has consumed and
overtaken the intellectual fraction of society in most fields of thought.

Postmodernism

influences both the arts as well as the social sciences in disciplines such as politics, economics,
art, architecture and literature.

This change in the way people think has transformed the world

into what it has become and continues to be today. While the nineteen sixties brought rebellion
and new inventive methods of fighting the system, postmodernist theory became a method to
silence it. It was easy for theorists to hide their true intentions behind this new philosophy by
glorifying its attempt at inclusiveness as well as other pluralistic benefits. In many contexts,
postmodernism prioritizes the features of capitalism rather than those of humanity.

It is no

longer the meaning or innovation that is important but rather the popularization and selling of
ideas in order to eliminate the power behind certain symbols and events.
Postcolonialism can be seen to have grown out of postmodernism.
postcolonial discourses and methods of approach are comparable.

Some of the

However, what differs

between these two theories is that unlike postmodernism, postcolonialism is anti-nihilist. There
still remains a hope for the future and a better life for the world's population. Some critics have
determined that postmodernism and postcolonialism are the same thing. Others have recognized
important differences between the two theories.

Despite several structural similarities to

postmodernism in terms of the methods it uses to analyze texts, postcolonial criticism also
contains an important hope for the future. This hope is found in both of the novels that I will be
studying: Leonard Cohen's Beautiful Losers and Hubert Aquin's Prochain episode.

I will also
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be examining the two theories in comparison as well as in contrast to one another in order to
study the novels in relation to their ideals. In the end, there are many aspects of both novels that
demonstrate that both Cohen and Aquin are postcolonial authors.

Postmodernism and postcolonialism's

differences

Postmodernism purposely highlights certain qualities of its model as a means of
appealing to the masses, but also in order to hide less attractive ones. One of its many aims is to
blur the line between history and fiction. Because of the eradication of these differences, people
are unable to see the seriousness of events from the past. It then becomes much more difficult to
prevent things from reoccurring in the future. This fictionalization allows for all interpretations
to appear accurate and equally valid even though this might not be the case. Postcolonialism
also uses this technique. However, its goal is different—it is to unmask the colonial versions of
history and provide different variations on the same events.

Instead of attempting to erase

incidents from history, the point is to add interpretations to what is already there.
Another one of postmodernism's goals and/or effects is to eliminate the division between
high and low culture. While this might be an attempt to minimize elitism, it also weakens part of
the powerful approach to literary study. High culture is associated with historical works that
were produced in different contexts and time periods. When the importance of this historical
element is eliminated, students of literature no longer have a way of understanding the historical
context behind their discipline before they begin their studies. Literature used to be considered a
complement to history; it used to provide insights into how to view the world. However, rather
than using the fictional story of a novel to communicate realities about life or society as was
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done in the past, postmodernism reverses this approach. It confuses the realities of life with
fictional stories so that it is almost impossible to tell the difference between the two. In contrast,
postcolonialism in literature has never pretended to be reporting historical fact. It uses history in
order to comment on events that have happened in the past and how the world can use these
negative situations to make itself better.
Simultaneously, in postmodernism, the future is seen as something too horrific to
imagine.

By rejecting the future, postmodernism discards teleology, human destiny and the

overall idea of human progress. In his article "Presentism: Postmodernism, Poststructuralism,
Postcolonialism," Graham Good describes postmodernism as a form of presentism. He defines
presentism as "the belief in the primacy of the present, and the refusal to be guided by a vision of
the past or the future" (287).

Postmodernism fits this definition because it rejects both

historicism as well as visions for the future. Without ideals, ends or goals to strive for, the
present becomes a mix of short-term activities without any long-term meaning.
Good explains how these two ideas fit together.

He clarifies that something has to

determine the theoretically futureless and pastless present. This is where the idea of past is
transformed into "post." With the absence of history, the present can only be characterized by
the preceding period.

Major theories and ideas turn into a form of pastiche.

Theorists are

attempting to abolish the system that created these ideas and to reduce them to simple scattered
terms that become meaningless. Therefore, the only option in this newly designed system is to
concentrate on the here, now, and the not so distant past.

What makes this aspect of

postmodernism differ from postcolonialism is that its goal is to reject history. Postcolonialism's
goal is to use history so that people can improve upon their relationships with one another and
use it to arrive at a better place somewhere in the future. Postcolonial studies is very beneficial
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because it helps bring a voice to numerous minority groups often forgotten by mainstream
history.

Postmodernism and postcolonialism in a Canadian context

The goal of my thesis is to display how postmodern and postcolonial theories have
affected the way critics analyze the work of two major Canadian/Quebecois authors from
Montreal. I plan to analyze Beautiful Losers and Prochain episode, the major works published
in the sixties by Anglophone writer Leonard Cohen and Francophone writer Hubert Aquin in
terms of both theories to prove they are postcolonial novels. Provided that both authors were
writing during the sixties, they remain relatively untouched by the presentist way of thinking.
They are still able to have premonitions about the future that has not yet been abolished by an
extreme postmodern view. In this study, it is important to include certain theorists who have
studied postmodernism, postcolonialism and these two novels. Important theorists that I have
included are Linda Hutcheon, Janet Paterson, Sylvia Soderlind, Helen Tiffin, Bill Ashcroft and
Stephen Slemon. In addition, it is essential for me to examine the work by Winfried Siemerling
who has also written extensively on both authors as well as on theory in relation to these two
novelists. I will also be using works by French theorist Jean-Francois Lyotard and American
theorist Fredric Jameson on postmodernism as well as postcolonialism.

While accepting

postmodernism as a valid interpretation grid for some critics, I am going to insist that these two
major novels should be considered postcolonial works.
Linda Hutcheon first published a full-length study that deals with theory intertwined with
postmodernism in 1984 which she titled Narcissistic Narrative: The Metafictional Paradox. She
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went on to write numerous other accounts on the same topic and further developed her
perspective.

In 1988, she published The Canadian

Postmodern

where she characterizes

postmodernism in a Canadian context. Hutcheon was able to clarify this complicated concept so
that it could become more approachable. In her many works, she continuously interprets both
Leonard Cohen and Hubert Aquin as postmodern writers. She deals specifically with Cohen in
chapter two of The Canadian Postmodern and more with Aquin in Narcissistic
Both Cohen and Aquin's novels were written in the mid 1960's.

Narrative.
For Hutcheon, the

sixties were a time when silenced voices that had been defined by their "class, gender, race,
ethnic group, and sexual preference" were allowed to be heard for the first time (Hutcheon,
Canadian 11). Canadian fiction from the sixties is often engaging because it deals with the
question of national identity.
postmodernist

result

was

In spite of the fact that this period challenged authority, the
"constructively

contradictory"

(Hutcheon,

Canadian

11).

Postmodernism is quick to criticize the values of the time period from which it originated
(Hutcheon, Canadian

12).

While the sixties are seen as a culture based on universalism,

postmodernism attempts to display how this natural element is constructed to imply that these
values are "anything but eternal, universal and unchangeable" (Hutcheon, Canadian 12).
Another explicit problem with postmodernism is again outlined by Hutcheon in her
introduction to Narcissistic Narrative.

Postmodernism completely ignores that an author is an

important component of the creation of a novel because many theorists argue that the author is
dead. This fundamental change in the way readers are supposed to approach novels does away
with the physical person who wrote the work. Hutcheon believes that "the interest here is rather
on the text" as well "on the resulting implications for the reader" (Hutcheon, Narcissism 3).
Aquin and Cohen have purposefully chosen to mention real events from history in the novels I
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am going to discuss. This was not done to necessarily fictionalize them as postmodernists often
insinuate, but to draw attention to their importance and to force the reader to make significant
connections in order to understand the political implications behind their choices. Authors often
use their fictional stories as a means to communicate their political ideas in an indirect manner.
This trait quality affiliates Cohen and Aquin's works with the postcolonial. Both authors use
historical events in their stories to draw attention to events from both Canada and Quebec's
pasts.

In both circumstances, Cohen and Aquin select events that often deal with a colonial

treatment of the population. Both authors also provide hope that things can change in the future.
Questioning and challenging are important factors in postmodern theory because they are
attempts to weaken the authority of language. This is also true of postcolonialism, except there
are some slight differences.

Since one of postmodernism's major concerns is the hierarchy

found within language, these techniques are meant to dismantle its status and power.
Postmodernists insist that colonial words and phrases should be removed from language because
they represent a bias towards colonized people (Hutcheon, Canadian 7).

Therefore, the

postmodern use of parody and irony becomes a method of ideological critique to undercut the
tradition that they are putting into question (Hutcheon, Canadian 8). They also draw attention to
the fact that contemporary novels rely on other literature and use it as a means of criticizing
certain ideas from the past. For example, Hutcheon explains that in literature, by recalling texts
of the past—of literature or of history—postmodern novels
similarly use parody to question whether there can ever be such a thing as a final,
definitive 'inscription' of selfhood or subjectivity in fiction. (Hutcheon, Canadian 8)
Therefore, postmodern literature questions the truth that was once blindly accepted in historical
narratives. Fiction allows for authors, who are not specialists in history, to
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re-narrate and re-conceptualize the past, both literary and historical, and thereby
re-formulate the possibilities of subjectivity narrated in them (Hutcheon, Canadian 9).
First of all, postcolonialism is not just trying to decolonize language, but the reality found in the
world as well. Postcolonial fiction writers are not trying to re-write history by transforming it
into fiction, but to make social commentary through their stories.

Some postmodern aspects of Cohen and Aquin's work

Both Leonard Cohen's Beautiful Losers and Hubert Aquin's Prochain episode can be
interpreted as postmodern literature because they use many of the techniques that Linda
Hutcheon describes.

However, if postcolonial theorizing is taken into consideration, they fit

much better with those ideals. To begin, both novels transgress traditional boundaries in both
style and form. In Beautiful Losers, Cohen forces his readers to become part of the text where
they must join the cast of characters in order to create meaning throughout the novel's chaotic
organization (Klooss 71). His novel contains different historical periods and does not follow a
traditional chronological pattern.

One of the central characters, Catherine Tekakwitha, lived

during the seventeenth century. Her story is interspersed throughout the rest of the novel, which
takes place in the twentieth century. Cohen has structured his novel into three sections that can
loosely be interpreted as dealing with the past, present and future respectively. However, time is
never clearly defined in the interconnecting stories of the characters found in all three parts and
one often switches into another without any warning. The author also uses a variety of media
alongside high culture, which contributes to another aspect of postmodernism. He places serious
forms of writing such as historical texts next to descriptions of comic strips (73-75),
advertisements (115) and a radio dialogue (79-82).
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As mentioned earlier, postmodernism challenges liberal humanist notions of art through
parody. Authors often recall canonical texts found in both high and popular culture that were
originally

classified

by

dominant

categories

of

society

including

both

male

and

American/Europeans. They then proceed to dismantle the status and power these works have
generated. Their major concern is with the language and its usage in an attempt to decolonize
history in terms of gender, nationality and race (Hutcheon, Canadian 7). Leonard Cohen takes
these two qualities of postmodern writing and uses them to tell the story of both Edith and
Catherine in Beautiful Losers. Both of these aboriginal women, one representing the present and
the other the past, are used to parody European Christianity. Cohen does this in order to criticize
how the French and the English have victimized the aboriginal people in Quebec and Canada.
However, when his parody is examined in more depth, it is obvious he fits more into Jameson's
definition of parody than that of postmodern pastiche.
In Beautiful Losers, Cohen repeatedly parodies religion by transforming the sacred into
the profane.

From the beginning of the novel, his narrator sexualizes Saint Catherine

Tekakwitha while discussing her in his historical research. F. tells him on numerous occasions
that he should "go down on a saint," and there are numerous other descriptions of Catherine that
are obviously sexual. Another example of Cohen trying to transform the sacred into the profane
is found in the advertisements that try to sell miracles through balls filled with holy water. Later
in the novel, F. and Edith both get fooled into buying these balls in order to use them in their
heroin needles.

Cohen uses this episode as a comparison to display how religion has been

transformed in the twentieth century. While the Jesuits tried to eliminate the aboriginal's natural
religion and replace it with their catholicism, in the present of the novel, Christianity—as well as
religion as a whole—has been replaced by profanity.
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Mainly due to the overt sexual nature and its non-chronological approach of the novel,
critics responded to Beautiful Losers in an uproar when it was first published in 1966. Despite a
few favourable comments, most considered its style too shocking and its content too disturbing.
Its form is innovative since it diverges from academic traditions and standards that were
prevalent before the sixties. Muller and Engler include an article in their book of criticism that
describes how Cohen's novel "fully subscribes to postmodern modes of narrative" (Klooss 70).
An afterword to Beautiful Losers written by the critic Stan Dragland reinforces this view when
he makes the same comment twenty-five years after the novel was written. He explains that
Beautiful Losers is "still considered a breakthrough in fiction and perhaps the first postmodernist
Canadian novel" (Dragland 261).
Hubert Aquin's writing fits into many of the concepts that Hutcheon explains as well. To
begin, Prochain episode is a self-reflexive novel.

This concept is a postmodern technique

because the author is both drawing attention to the text as a text as well as attempting to
concentrate on its linguistic features.

Here, it is not directly based on concepts of the past,

present and future like in Cohen's novel but focusing more on writing as therapy or escape.
Aquin's novel explains a situation that he himself has experienced in his own life and has written
about in depth in some of his political essays. The character found in his spy story is having
similar psychological problems to those undergone by both the narrator as well as by Aquin
himself. Both the spy and the narrator are unable to reach their goals because they are trapped in
an already constructed system. Aquin is writing a story about a man trapped in a psych ward
who is writing a story about a spy. Prochain episode switches back and forth from perspective
to perspective without necessarily indicating whether it is the spy, the narrator or Aquin himself
who is speaking. This is to insist that all three narrators are separate yet merge into the same
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identity. Prochain episode is self-reflexive because stylistically, it is about these three levels of
people whose stories complement each other and also combine into one.
Similarly to Cohen's novel, Aquin's narrative does not follow a chronological pattern. In
a seemingly unexplainable manner, the narrative often switches between the narrator/writer of
the spy story trapped in a psych ward and the narrator of the spy story, which is a creation in
progress. This is why the critic Anthony Purdy describes Aquin's narrative as schizophrenic in
his article "The Politics of Incoherence: Narrative Failure and the Invention of History in Hubert
Aquin's Prochain episode" (103). Another reason why Purdy describes Aquin's narrator this
way is because schizophrenics also long for the past. Here in the novel, the narrator who is in
the ward harkens back to the past. In one of these episodes, while traveling with his beloved, he
describes the geography of the towns found in the Eastern Townships as a means of bringing
himself to these places he once knew (Aquin 67).

These descriptions of Quebec and the

countryside also have another meaning. They emphasize his need to be out of his prison in order
to help the Quebecois revolutionary struggle towards nationhood. Just like Aquin, the narrator in
the ward dreams not only of the Quebec countryside but of Quebec as a country.
Contrary to the typical postmodernist form, Aquin does not include any low culture
elements in his novel. He does, however, make many references to high-culture including to
Shakespeare's Hamlet.

Not only does this play correspond to the structure of the novel because

of the similarity between the writing within the writing and the play within the play, but Aquin's
character in the spy novel often compares himself to Hamlet for numerous reasons. Both have
been exiled, fantasize about their country of origin (or in Aquin's case, fantasize about Quebec
becoming a nation), and both consider suicide when they believe that going back to their country
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is not an option. Aquin also makes several other high culture references to the writing of Lord
Byron, Franz Kafka and Honore de Balzac, to name a few.
In Prochain episode, Aquin also uses parody, but in a different manner than Leonard
Cohen. Both parody and irony prove inadequate for the narrator as a tool during the writing
process due to the desperation and "cultural fatigue" found at all three levels of narration. At all
three levels of narration, the narrator feels drugged and defeated by his situation and his mind
wanders back to his lived past.

Due to his disorientation from his past and the depressed

hopelessness of the present, the narrator finds it very difficult to hold on to any clear plan for the
novel he is in the process of writing (Purdy, "Incoherence" 93). He chooses the spy novel genre
in order to derive security and comfort from an already defined narrative structure (Purdy,
"Incoherence" 92). In this style, he does not have to worry about failure and does not have to
take any risks. By doing this, all three narrators collaborate in a defeatist attitude. In his earlier
essay "L'art de la defaite," Aquin argues that defeatism is an inherent characteristic of French
Canadians due to their defeats in the 1837-38 rebellions as well as the British conquest of 1760
(Aquin 131). This subject has plagued Aquin and influences his fiction.
Linda Hutcheon believes that in Prochain episode, the narrator who is writing the
story
seems to sense by the end of it that the truly revolutionary act for him is
that of writing—writing the work the reader has just finished. Nevertheless,
the title of the novel negates this and points explicitly to the next episode, the
episode of guns, the real revolution to come after the writing and reading of the
novel is over. (Hutcheon, Narcissistic 156).

What I believe this novel is actually doing is presenting the narrator's process at determining
what his writing is capable of. He wants to figure out if it can stand on its own as revolutionary
or whether it has to be the physical act that makes a difference. What matters is that this novel
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helps to suggest that it is the combination of a symbiotic relationship between writing and action
which helps to change certain situations. While the novel serves as the method in which to
transmit ideas to the people, the people need these ideas to become implanted in their heads in
order to act.
Despite these seemingly postmodern traits that try to persuade the reader, I am going to
suggest that both Beautiful Losers by Leonard Cohen and Prochain episode by Hubert Aquin can
be interpreted as postcolonial texts with postcolonial ideals.

13

CHAPTER

ONE

Beautiful Losers as Postcolonial

14

When Leonard Cohen is interviewed in the film "Leonard Cohen: I'm your man," he
reads from the introduction that he wrote for his novel Beautiful Losers when it was translated
into Chinese. He states that the reader from the Chinese culture should "try not to take his novel
too seriously." One of the many reasons Cohen says this is because he has been humbled by
becoming part of their age-old historical tradition. Leonard Cohen means a lot for us in Canada
and his work is a very important part of our culture. However, for the Chinese people, he has
achieved the feat of becoming a miniscule part of their extremely old literary tradition. Cohen
has made reference to historical events in his fiction. They appear ceaselessly in his poetry,
novels and songs, which could almost be seen as an obsession. Cohen is not trying to erase
history by doing this, but rather to draw his reader's or listener's attention to it and use it for
social commentary. His method is not very traditional and is often built around jokes that use
parody or satire as well as dark imagery, which is sometimes like being hit across the face. My
aim is to attempt to demonstrate that Leonard Cohen should not be considered primarily as a
postmodern author but rather a post-colonial one. Social commentary, his belief in hope and his
suggestions of potential ways to make changes are the elements that separate him most clearly
from the postmodern way of thinking.
Before I begin, I will examine definitions of both the postmodern and the post-colonial to
show how they are similar and different. Then, I will mention some of the numerous critics who
place Leonard Cohen into the postmodern category and show how his novel Beautiful Losers can
be interpreted as postmodern. I will explain some of the universal themes found within the novel
that prevent Beautiful Losers from being fully postmodern. Finally, I will explain how others
place it within a postcolonial definition and why this works better with Cohen's intentions.

15

Towards defining postmodernism and postcolonialism

Postmodernism is a difficult concept for many people to understand.

Many theorists

believe that Leonard Cohen is a postmodern author. First of all, it is important to try and define
this concept before attempting to analyze Cohen's work.

To begin, in the postmodern age,

people now consider "borders" and "margins" as the most interesting subject for articulation.
For example, instead of simply studying novels written by authors from Western civilization,
critics focus more on authors that come from other continents and that used to be ignored in the
past. What used to be considered the 'norm' has now been pushed aside (Hutcheon, Splitting
49). Linda Hutcheon discusses how postmodernism is a re-valuing of difference in culture in
terms of gender, ethnicity, race, class and sexual preference.

Postmodernism's distrust of

hierarchies has begun to change how people interpret what happens in the world. This has been
done by focusing more attention on the periphery rather than the centre.

Events that were

considered insignificant before are now brought to the fore, combined with a general interest in
diversity (Hutcheon, Splitting 51).
One of Hutcheon's main arguments is that irony found in contemporary Canadian novels
is a feature of postmodernism. Hutcheon uses work by Jacques Derrida's Writing and Difference
for her explanation. Derrida, a poststructural theorist, has taught people that the poststructural
method of viewing the world changes hierarchies that have previously existed. Linda Hutcheon
suggests that postmodernism transforms the world into a multiple, plural and heterogenous place.
She argues that postmodernism's end-result in literary studies has become "a cultivation of
cultural

difference"

in

terms

of

diversity

and

plurality

(Hutcheon,

Splitting

52).

Postmodernism's exclusion from political power has caused it to generate irony within literary
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studies. Minorities are often prone to irony because of their situation in relation to the dominant
culture. They cannot be fully assimilated or separated from it so they are forced into a type of
negotiation. This is done through a confrontation between the existing dominant culture with its
own history and traditions (Hutcheon, Splitting 52). This often provokes an ironic situation.
Parody is another aspect found in postmodern works. Stephen Slemon discusses
Hutcheon's view on parody in Past the Last Post. For Linda Hutcheon, postmodern culture, art
and theory are contradictory because postmodernism installs and then subverts the conventions
of the discourse that it is challenging.
through use of repetition.

Parody found in postmodern work usually functions

Hutcheon claims that postmodernism uses strategies of the dominant

culture in order to challenge discourse practices within it. She argues that by using parody,
authors reveal their love for history because they are often giving a new meaning to old forms
(quoted in Slemon 3).
Fredric Jameson, a Marxist critic, uses similar discursive strategies compared to Linda
Hutcheon when discussing postmodernism.

However, he takes a different perspective on the

matter and conceives it within a capitalist framework. Jameson discusses the negative impacts of
postmodernism due to its capitalist features in Postmodernism,

or the Cultural Logic of Late

Capitalism. He argues that postmodernism constructs a pastiche of Western society under late
capitalism.

It creates a new lack of depth in representation that transforms itself into an

ahistorical drive to erase the past and leave behind nothing but text (Jameson,

Postmodernism,

quoted in Slemon 1).
In his foreword to Jean-Francois Lyotard's The Postmodern Condition (1984), Fredric
Jameson uses the same type of analysis of the postmodern that he will later articulate in
Postmodernism,

or

the

Cultural

Logic

of Late

Capitalism

(1991).

Jameson

defines
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postmodernism as a radical break away from the dominant culture. Postmodernism provides a
different socioeconomic method to organize society that puts its emphasis on structures. This
new social and economic moment has been given various names such as media society or
consumer society (Jameson, "Foreword" vii).

It is "a commitment to surface and to the

superficial in all senses of the word" (xviii). Jameson explains that French poststructuralism led
us to this superficiality where aesthetics becomes the new ethics (xviii).
One of Jameson's major problems with postmodernism is that he believes it was
"created" to escape Marxist definitions.

It does this through its "Nietzschean thematics of

history" whereby historiography is described as a debilitating influence (Jameson, "Foreword"
xii). History is seen to encourage a loyalty to the past and to the dead. However, this goes
against the entire philosophy of the Marxist tradition. An important example that Jameson gives
is how this way of thinking is attempting to eliminate Marxist definitions of capital. By saying
that classical types of social classes that were once defined by Marxism no longer exist, Lyotard
is attempting to nullify the theory. These social class theories are being replaced by non-class
formations such as bureaucracy and technology (xiv).
Jameson also explains how our society no longer relies on a defined sense of the past as it
once did. In fact, people choose to live solely in the present forgetting what happened and how
the present always fits with contexts from the past:

The disappearance of a sense of history, the way in which our entire contemporary social
system has little by little begun to lose its capacity to retain its own past, has begun to
live in a perpetual present and in a perpetual change that obliterates traditions of the kind
which all earlier social formations have had in one way or another to preserve.
(Jameson, "Consumer" 125).
In the present day, the function of news media is to send out recent historical experience as
rapidly as possible into the past. Therefore, Jameson explains that the informational function of
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the media is to help us forget.

There is both a transformation of reality into images and a

fragmentation of time into a series of different presents.
Fredric Jameson believes that the parody being used in a postmodern context should
actually be called pastiche. Both literary devices involve the imitation of other styles and both
existed before the postmodern era. Parody capitalizes on uniqueness of style and focuses on
idiosyncrasies or eccentricities in order to "produce an original" or to poke fun at the original.
Great parodists have sympathy for the original just like a great mimic has to be able to put him or
herself in the place of the person he or she is imitating. Parody usually comes with sympathy or
cruelty to ridicule the manner of these styles or mannerisms (Jameson, "Consumer" 113).
In postmodern theory, people do not believe in the existence of normal language.
Therefore, literature begins to privatize and fragment itself. Jameson explains this effect as an
explosion into different private styles and mannerisms. Each group begins to speak a private
language of its own, each profession develops a code or idiolect and each individual becomes his
own kind of linguistic island. Nothing is left but extreme stylistic diversity and heterogeneity.
Jameson is implying that this is what the world has become and parody becomes impossible
because no group really understands the language of another. All groups need to be able to
understand the language of the others to comprehend the joke or explanation being made and this
is not the case. Pastiche and parody are meant to imitate a peculiar or unique style. However,
now in this pluralistic landscape, the mimicry has become neutral without a satirical impulse or
laughter.

In postmodern pastiche, there is often nothing 'normal' to compare what is being

imitated to make it comical.
Another problem that Jameson has with postmodernism is that it erases certain
boundaries that used to exist.

One of the most notable examples is "the erosion of the old
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distinction between high culture and so-called mass or popular culture" (Jameson, "Consumer"
112). For him, this becomes very distressing at the academic level because traditionally, it has
had an interest in preserving high or elite culture against "the surrounding environment of
Philistinism, of schlock, and kitsch" (Jameson, "Consumer" 112). Many people argue that a
university or elite culture is supposed to teach difficult and complex skills notably reading and
listening. However, postmodern literature often focuses on "so-called paraliterature" including
"airport paperback categories" like gothic and romance, popular biography, murder mysteries or
science fiction. Rather than citing texts like Joyce has done, they integrate them until it becomes
difficult to distinguish the line between high art and commercial forms (Jameson, "Consumer"
112). This becomes problematic in the academic world when students no longer decide to focus
on analyzing or understanding difficult texts. The goal of attaining an academic degree is one
that involves some "higher" education. If the focus switches, students do not necessarily achieve
the skills at a higher level. Studying literature is no longer what it used to be because students
can choose to only study commercial forms of literature without ever touching or understanding
its historical context and what came before. However, this blurred distinction between "high" art
and "low" art has had some positive effects.

"High" art represented the wealthy, therefore

looking down upon anything that was produced outside of its domain. When "low" art was
endorsed as something credible, art created by the population who was considered marginal
because of their lack of wealth, their colour, gender, or sexuality was allowed to be part of the
"canon."
Postcolonialism has some similarities to postmodernism but distinguishes itself by means
of other important qualities. In The Empire Writes Back, Bob Ashcroft, Gareth Griffiths and
Helen Tiffin explain postcolonial theory. They clarify that the term postcolonial suggests that
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there is presumably a concern with the national culture of a country after the imperial power
leaves (Ashcroft, Empire 1). However, it is important to remember that postcolonial covers
culture that is affected by the imperial process from the moment the country is colonized until
the present day. Thus, postcolonialism is the continuity of being preoccupied by the historical
process that was first initiated by European imperialism. Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffin believe
that novels are interpreted as postcolonial when they focus on the historical process in the
colonized society.

The novels often assert themselves by focusing on the tension with the

imperial power and emphasizing the differences between the two (Ashcroft 2).
Postcolonialists believe that one of colonialism's methods of social containment is
through circulation of culture in canonical texts.

The key of postcolonial texts is that their

parody of imperial textuality helps put them in opposition to colonialist power. The reason it is
important to take apart works written from the colonial perspective is because the imperialists
suppress their colony's original culture.

Therefore, the postcolonialist literary task is to

challenge functions of the colonialist text by using parody, intertextuality and quotation. In fact,
often post-colonial texts re-write novels found in the European canon to expose their colonialist
politics.

They also see this as both a means to interrogate the politics behind this type of

narrativity by the colonial society and to do away with the part of history that forces European
beliefs and traditions onto post- colonial societies (Slemon, "Modernism" 4).
Helen Tiffin's introduction to the critical theory compilation Past the Last Post, also
edited by Ian Adam

in

1991, illustrates the difference between postmodernism

and

postcolonialism. Tiffin explains that postmodernism is a theory that was designed by Europeans
to be exported around the world for groups who had up until then been regarded as marginal.
This differentiates the two theories because postcolonialism originated in the opposite manner. It
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was developed by writers already living in "marginalized" countries and it went to Europe
afterwards. Postcolonialists based in Europe are more influenced in their writing by post-colonial
authors based elsewhere (Tiffin ix).
It is easy to notice that there are similarities between postcolonialism and the
postmodernism that Linda Hutcheon defines. However, there are also some explicit differences.
One of the most important differences is found in the way each theory deconstructs the text and
what is the planned outcome. In postmodernism, the point is to show how literature has been
constructed without offering any possible method to change the way things are. Alternatively,
postcolonialism offers potential ways to change what the colonialists have done (Slemon 8). For
example, Slemon explains that certain texts use the colonialist acts from history and try to put
forward the anti-colonialist resistance that they have purposely left out.

Other approaches

attempt to recuperate or save the structure of history and the Utopian desire. These writers are
more concerned with a production of different knowledge for the postcolonialists.

Historical

knowledge of the colonized people and the importance of being aware of their lived experiences
offer a type of resistance to colonialism. Postcolonialism does not criticise the idea of history; it
tries to change colonialism's fake historicism by showing different sides of an historical event
(Slemon 7).
Another

major problem

with

postmodernism

explained by Stephen

Slemon

in

"Modernism's Last Post" is that it has often completely ignored theoretical work by the "third
world" and postcolonialist subjects. Often, this is only because this theory has been presented in
a language other than the dominating ones.

By excluding these postcolonial ideas and other

methods of looking at the same situations, postmodernism has become a centralizing institution,
which is what it is attempting not to be. It becomes a theory based on Western culture. Stephen
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Slemon suggests that postmodernism's tendency to present itself as chaotic comes from its
inability to understand the world's differences. He goes on to explain that "from a postcolonial
perspective, postmodernism can be thought of as an apotheosis of cultural confidence and
economic strength" (Slemon 9). This is where the power has become so centred and organized,
that it doesn't need organic unity anymore to contain the others when it overtakes cultural work.
It also furthers colonialist politics even though its initial goal was against this. Rather than create
a new system, it reverses what was already established and imposes its ideals instead (Slemon 9).
One of the biggest differences between the two discourses is a question of politics.
Stephen Slemon explains that postcolonial cultures are conscious from the beginning of their
dual agenda. Despite using parts of the postmodern discourse, they also have a "recuperative
impulse towards the structure of history and manifest Utopian desires" (Tiffin xii). However, the
most important difference between the two is that postmodernism has political ambivalence.
Slemon explains that this may come from its uncertainty of its "enemy." These two approaches
differ greatly in their ways of protesting. While the political agenda is implicit in postcolonialism
and requires both geographical mapping as well as naming to change the ones imposed on them
from the imperial centres of power, the postmodern text is more concerned with undermining
aesthetic practices without any particular political agenda or urgency (Soderlind, Margin 39).
Diana Brydon explains in "The White Inuit Speaks" that one of the largest differences
between postmodernism and postcolonialism is how they treat history. While postmodernism
focuses on problems raised by history's access to texts without denying that events have
happened, it shows the problems of representation and methods of retrieving the truth.

In

contrast, postcolonialism does not deny history's texts and focuses on the reality of the past that
has influenced the present (Brydon 104). Western postmodern works sometimes overvalue the
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deconstructive energies of a text and therefore erase the recuperative work that is going on
within postcolonial writing. As a result of this historical difference on emphasis, postmodernist
fiction takes liberties with what we know about the facts of the past more freely than that of
postcolonialism (Brydon 105).
Edward Said also denounces this situation in "Opponents, Audiences, Constituencies and
Community."

What used to be considered the traditional academic humanities have gone

through a development that culminated with Reaganism (after Ronald Reagan, who was
President of the United States of America between 1981 and 1989).

The present cultural

moment in which we live is characterized as being apolitical and outside of history partly due to
his politics (Said 135). Said explains how notions like equality and welfare have been eliminated
from the intellectual landscape. They have been replaced by a brutal Darwinian picture of selfhelp and self-promotion, both of which were proposed by Reaganism.

This was true both

internationally and domestically during his time in the White House whereby a clear-cut image
of productivity or free enterprise ruled (Said 136). Reaganism or Reaganomics was a reform to
the United States' economic system put in place by President Reagan. It focused more on the
supply side of economics rather than the demand, which meant less government intervention and
tax cuts for the rich.

US citizens were left with budgets other than the military being cut

including medicare, education and social assistance. Since this time period, the political left is in
a state of intellectual disarray in North America and have found it difficult to organize (Said
137).
Janet Paterson is an important postmodern critic for this study as her work concentrates
on Canadian literature. She explains that in postmodernism, there are challenges to historical
writing.

Its main goal is to point to history's many limitations and to consider it as mere
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narration rather than a scientific discourse (Paterson 56). However, one of the problems with
this argument is that historians maintain that history was never considered a science and that it
has always been a social science. As far as novels or literature are concerned, it is important to
recognize that their goal was never to report on history using facts. Literature tells stories, albeit
containing historical elements, but it is never meant to be used as proof of factual evidence.
Canada has always been colonized despite being an economically developed nation. One
of the age-old problems for Canadian writers is that most of them must produce within the
confines of one of the two official languages.

Canadian writers began to embrace

postcolonialism during the 1960's and 1970's when Canadians voiced their need for an identity
(Soderlind, Margin 4). As Sylvia Soderlind explains, the struggle for definition was brought into
a North American context when the ideological discourse began focusing on the problems with
colonization. This happened to coincide with the beginnings of postmodernism as a major
literary movement (Soderlind, Margin 4).
Soderlind believes that the postmodern interest in ontology is central to the postcolonial
situation (Soderlind, Margin

5). Some critics suggest that postmodernism is a western

appropriation of postcolonial practices. Sylvia Soderlind's definition of postmodernism heavily
relies on Linda Hutcheon's. She defines postmodernism as
identification of a literary practice that simultaneously and self-consciously uses
and abuses the convention of what is usually called the realist mode of fiction and
counters master ruling narratives with a multitude of non-totalizing and
provisional alternatives. Most important, it refers to a literature that questions the
status of art, and its relation to the world, and, acutely aware of its own
imprisonment in language, hence ideology, problematizes the crucial notions of
representation. Its simultaneous reliance on and contestation of existing patterns explain
the frequent accusations levelled at its perceived lack of political engagement. (Soderlind,
Margin 5)
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However, her definition differs because she is quick to explain that the political force found in
texts is due more to a participation in a colonial discourse than their status as postmodern
(Soderlind, Margin 6). Therefore, this makes politics a postcolonial phenomenon.
Most of this force comes from the recuperation of lost history.

This feature of

postcolonialism contradicts the questioning of historiography found in postmodern theory.
Soderlind explains that the author's position allows for the reader to distinguish between the two
theories by looking at his or her intentions (Soderlind, Margin 6). Postcolonialism as explained
by Sylvia Soderlind has a distinct preoccupation with naming territory and its inhabitants. This
naming ritual along with myth are related to orality. In the beginning according to Christian
culture, naming was associated with the beginning of creation. Soderlind explains that words
have the power to bring events into being.
(Soderlind 18).

They embody reality rather than represent it

In novels, there is a move away from what is often seen as realism through a

certain style of characterization and individualization. However, this does not imply that the
novel is "dead" or non-realistic but that it has become what Linda Hutcheon calls the narcissistic
narrative (quoted by Soderlind, Margin 21).

How Leonard Cohen's Beautiful Losers is considered

In 1991, Stan Dragland wrote an afterword to the novel Beautiful Losers in which he
ascertains that "It's still considered a breakthrough in fiction, perhaps the first postmodernist
Canadian novel" (261). This has been a very popular comment about this novel Beautiful Losers
since it was published and it has been made by other authors as well such as in Linda Hutcheon's
The Canadian

Postmodern,

Sylvia Soderlind's Margin/Alias,

and Christophe

Lebold's
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"Fragmentation and Unity." However, I am going to show how and why Cohen's novel should
be considered postcolonial relying on work by Desmond Pacey and Stephen Scobie.
Leonard Cohen is a worldly man who uses his art in the struggles facing humanity, which
makes it difficult to interpret his works as apolitical.

This fairly recent wave of literary

interpretation called postmodernism ignores the signification behind the words chosen by the
author. It examines novels in a "scientific" manner and understands the form as being more
important than the meaning. However, even if the reader is only concerned with the novel's
form, Cohen's Beautiful Losers still does not fit the postmodern interpretation. Clint Burnham
offers an explanation of Cohen's novel and how it fits postmodern criteria. Beautiful

Losers

contains "the notion of the death of the subject, the prevalence of pastiche, space as a thematicoformal concern, and the dialectic between high and mass culture" (Burnham 65). Everything that
Burnham says can be considered as a probable interpretation.
Sylvia Soderlind argues like Dragland that Leonard Cohen has written the first
postmodern novel in Canada (Soderlind, Margin 7).

It is important to note that Cohen's

mythical narratives are indifferent to time. However, they always have a beginning, middle and
an end (Soderlind, Margin 15). The fact that the novel is based on myth seems to associate
Cohen more with the postcolonial according to Soderlind. While postmodernism's relationship
with myth is more about self-consciousness and irony that implies more of an antithetic
relationship, postcolonialism's relationship to myth and irony is more distant and ambiguous. It
is often concerned with finding lost myths as well as dismantling the myths created by the
colonizer and parodying canonical texts (Soderlind, Margin 18). Cohen uses texts in Beautiful
Losers like religious dogmas and reworks them to fit a new all encompassing culture.
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Linda Hutcheon claims that Cohen's novel is historiographical metafiction because he
self-consciously comments on the act of writing and reading as well as the text itself (Hutcheon,
"Leonard Cohen" 26).

In her earliest full-length work Narcissistic

Narrative,

Hutcheon

continuously insists that she will avoid using the term postmodernism. She explains that she
chooses not to employ the term because in the seventies, "postmodern criticism" was used in a
negative context to describe metafictional texts. She says that it is "a very limiting label for such
a broad contemporary phenomenon" and that it is "too inclusive" if it is to be "a temporal,
historical designation" (Hutcheon, Narcissistic

2). In her opinion, terms are not temporal or

historical because this would fix ideas to a certain time period. However, postmodernism is too
heavily intertwined with the concepts that she discusses to completely disregard it.

This is

perhaps why she returns to discuss it in depth in many of her other works. Metafiction became a
popular method used to write fiction beginning in the early sixties.

Hutcheon defines it as

"fiction about fiction—that is, fiction that includes within itself a commentary on its own
narrative and/or linguistic identity" (Hutcheon, Narcissistic 1). Narcissism is the word she uses
to describe the textual self-awareness found in metafictional writing where the novel is more
concerned with its form and existence as a novel. Historically, narcissism is a word that comes
with negative connotations.

However, its new significance would seem to give the word a

positive meaning where it is used to describe the "death" of a certain type of novel or more
appropriately, how "realist" writing has been replaced with language more concerned with "the
process of narration" (Hutcheon, Narcissistic 12).
Linda Hutcheon develops her earlier definition of metafiction from Narcissistic
in The Canadian Postmodern.

Narrative

She adds on the term historiographic and expands her definition

to "fiction that is intensely, self-reflexively art" but that "is also grounded in historical, social,
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and political realities" that were once taken for granted in realist fiction and focuses on how they
are non-natural characteristics (Hutcheon, Canadian 13). Postmodern novels are concerned with
both the act of reading and writing history and fiction simultaneously (Hutcheon, Canadian 14).
In historiographic metafiction, readers are first brought into a world of imagination and then
confronted by the world of history. Its goal is to force them to rethink the categories that we
normally use to distinguish fiction from a constructed reality (Hutcheon, Canadian 17).
Cohen uses many different forms in his writing style that would also qualify him as a
postmodernist. In Linda Hutcheon's many definitions of postmodernism, she explains in The
Politics of Postmodernism

that "postmodernism manifests itself in many fields of cultural

endeavour—architecture, literature, photography, film, painting, video, dance, music and
elsewhere" (Hutcheon, Politics 1). Artists often use a variety of different forms of media in any
given combination to form their work of art. This is a technique used to enhance the fragmentary
aspect of the art and to reflect chaos in the world. In Beautiful Losers, the protagonist is an
historian, he is doing research on an aboriginal tribe called the A— s. While he is writing, he
combines real historical fact with myths, never letting the reader know which is which. He also
switches from the present to the past where the narration is taken over by the Iroquois saint
Catherine Tekakwitha. Here Cohen also uses many different genres including a radio interview,
comic books, and advertisements. He also writes his entire Book Two in an epistolary form.
Due to his use of a variety of styles in form, it is difficult to find a unity at the linguistic level of
the novel (Lebold 145).
Christophe Lebold describes how Beautiful Losers was written when postmodernism
was becoming the dominant theory. During the mid-sixties, a new culture was being formed,
which included a mix of consumer, youth and pop culture. Lebold writes that it corresponded
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with "the advent of a new electronic phase of human development" and a period when "pop art
was striving to build up new myths and icons" taken from modern life to blur the differences
between high and low culture (Lebold 144). However, what he gets wrong as far as Leonard
Cohen's novel is concerned is his argument about the form of Beautiful Losers. Lebold basically
agrees with Wolfgang Klooss who argued that Beautiful Losers is postmodern because it does
not use realist conventions in terms of style (Klooss 70). He describes Cohen's story as being
"incoherent" (Klooss 71).
However, Andrew Lesk explains that Hutcheon's label of "postmodern metafiction" does
not apply to Cohen's novel Beautiful Losers.

He believes that Hutcheon's method of analysis

avoids the implication of ideologies in Leonard Cohen's depiction of otherness (Lesk 56).
Forgetting about ideology happens to critics because of their obsession with word-play and
images (Lesk 57). In other words, Lesk explains that Hutcheon and other postmodern critics
forget to focus on what has created these definitions as well as which ideology they came from.
Another typically postmodern quality that Dragland expresses about the novel is that it
"never did depend on content," which as I will try to argue later, is an uninformed and unfair
response to Cohen's creation (Dragland 261). Douglas Barbour also believes that the poetic
fiction in Beautiful Losers "outrages our sense of normal" and that it is "a most contemporary,
post-modern work" (Barbour 146). Desmond Pacey disagrees and provides examples to suggest
how Beautiful Losers is a "symbolist novel from beginning to end" (Pacey 80). He explains that
the writing in Beautiful Losers "flies...on the wings of art," a comment that consciously links
Cohen to Keats' poem "Ode to the Nightingale." Pacey also insists that Cohen makes
connections to the romantic poets. He explains how the game is important to him because of its
association to the "innocence of childhood," and it is a successful attempt of the human
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imagination to impose order on reality.

It is also important to note that in Cohen's work,

escapism is a desirable option: trees, movies, games, art, and prayer all lift us out of our routine
and time (Pacey 83). This reference is pertinent because while Cohen was writing in his early
period, he states in the movie "Leonard Cohen: I'm Your Man" how he and the group of
Canadian poets with whom he would recite poetry would compare themselves to Percy Bysshe
Shelley. Shelley was a very politically involved romantic poet who believed in humanity and
used his writing to fight for the rights of man. He was also an idealist with a strong disapproving
voice making his ideas heard by the masses.
Some of Cohen's themes in Beautiful Losers can be compared to similar themes found in
both the Ancients and the Romantics. Just as Dragland specifies, this novel both "dramatizes
and orchestrates the tensions between order and chaos in life and literature" (Dragland 262).
Cohen believes that "beneath this diabolism that encrusts his writings, lies the inevitability of
belief' (Woodcock 163). Just like in his song "The Future," there is beauty that can emerge
from the shit found in the world (Cohen, "Future").
Another one of the techniques that Cohen employs is his symbolic use of Greek
mythology. Lebold specifies that Cohen's use of excess resembles the Greek god Dionysus. He
explains that "many elements and semes borrowed from the corpus of myths related to the
divinity can serve to explore and decode the structure of the novel" (Lebold 144). One of the
stories found in Greek myth tells of how Dionysus was torn apart and eaten and then
reassembled to be brought back to life by his father Zeus. He represents the union of opposite
forces: the fragmentation and death vs. union and unity, which is what this novel is all about
(Lebold 145).
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After defining Beautiful Losers as a postmodern work, Dragland argues that F's teachings
are incomprehensible (Dragland 262). If a reader examines the novel without analyzing it, what
stands out is the non-linear and unchronological narrative. Its time sequence is also distorted and
appears bizarre because the events in the novel don't happen in order (Scobie 97).

Leonard

Cohen alternates from the present to the past and goes back again, which Dragland finds difficult
to follow. However, Desmond Pacey takes a different viewpoint and explains how the novel is
structured like a symbolic poem.

It is divided into the three traditional parts and "woven

together" using thematic images that reoccur as well as symbols and motifs (Pacey 92). Pacey
also believes that Cohen uses a very clever manipulation of chronology. He switches back and
forth from the present to the near past to the distant past and he believes that his transitions are
never confusing (Pacey 93).

Again, Lebold shows that the story is fragmented and violent;

however, it is also a "constant restructuring around psalm-like texts and an elaborate network of
mythological references" (Lebold 145). Cohen's "fragmented structure is only a mirrored image
of a fragmented and tortured fictional universe" (Lebold 146). Lebold also insists that all of the
protagonists in Cohen's novel are "in search of unity" (Lebold 148). It is the broken system that
they are surrounded by that leads them to their "thirst for the sacred" (Lebold 148).
One characteristic of Cohen's writing that can be considered postmodern is when he
juxtaposes low and high art. As Dragland explains, F.'s world myths and religions are thrown
together with "contemporary advertising, movies, porn, comics, cartoons, the Top forty...," all of
which are considered to be sacred material (Dragland 263). Cohen is not necessarily celebrating
it, but showing how popular culture has become part of everyday life during the sixties when he
was writing.

This is combined with Cohen's use of parody and irony.

It seems to make

Beautiful Losers an atypical postmodern novel because it seems to be making fun of religion. He
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uses his novel to mock banal culture as well. By presenting it in a certain way, the author is
showing how it is problematic to worship pop culture. Instead of just describing how this might
be, he makes fun of what life has now become without religion in the world. It is impossible to
ignore the capitalist culture that we live in because it is part of our present, past and future.
While Cohen was writing this novel, the world had transformed into a consumerist culture.
Religion had also become something debatable, which is also true in the postmodern world.
While Cohen blatantly pokes fun at the world's religions, he also makes sure to distinguish them
from spirituality. However, he does not deny that it is an important and a necessary part of
surviving in the world. Throughout Beautiful Losers, he explores the traditional religions to
show how they have failed. However, in Book Three, he mixes many of the already existing
ones to create his own and discover a type of peace.
Jameson's differentiation of parody and pastiche applies to Leonard Cohen's Beautiful
Losers. Cohen uses an obvious comic aspect or malicious intent in his writing, especially in his
parody of religious texts. Cohen is making fun of both traditional religions as well as this newly
developed machine worship. In the beginning of the nineteen fifties and sixties when Cohen was
writing his novel after the Second World War, families in North America had extra disposable
income and spent it on household consumer goods. Many different types of machines were
invented around this time. Making life easier with machines and spending a lot of money to do
this started to become the new religion. F. and Edith try to worship the machine D.V, which
comes to life. However, they cannot control it and then it disappears. When " I f ' is watching the
film at the system (stem) theatre, he becomes the projection, which in turn becomes a projection
of Ray Charles in the sky.

Cohen is satirizing religion and God again where " I f ' is the

combination of all the religions but transforms itself into a projection. He might be insisting that
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we need to move beyond the machines that surround us in order to discover humanity and
reconnect with nature.
By using a black and blind singer as "God," Cohen is criticizing Christianity.

Cohen

makes this comical so that he isn't interpreted as being serious. When the projection is up in the
sky, the population does not seem to understand what is going on. They do not want to deal with
something serious, and say "Thank god, it's only a movie" (Cohen 259). Cohen does this to
represent people today who do not believe in religion. However, it is also possible to interpret
this scene in terms of the romantics and the ancient writers. Byron and Plato both discuss the
importance of stars for the human condition. While Charles's eye becomes the moon, his piano
keys are like the stars but also like "the row of giant fishes to feed a hungry multitude" (Cohen
258). This quote comes from the popular phrase that originates from the Bible. These "fish,"
which are a metaphor for religious belief, will feed the people with love. However, by showing
that the majority of the population don't understand, Cohen again is showing the move away
from religion in the sixties when he is writing.
Another important feature of Cohen's writing is the supposed anti-historic and antiteleogical view.

He is not necessarily denying these ideas, but perhaps presenting and

interpreting them in a new way.

Frank Davey's article "Beautiful Losers: Leonard Cohen's

Postcolonial Novel" explores this interpretation and shows how Cohen can be considered a postcolonialist. Davey specifies that the novel is "closely tied to history—specifically located in
time and place" (Davey 12). He goes on to explain that most of the historical aspects of the
novel are usually read as attempts to discredit history and are qualities found in F.'s version of
nationalism in Quebec. This reiterates both postcolonial theory from the 60's and 70's as well as
sovereignist thought from the 60's (Davey 17). Certain parts of the novel comply with this idea.
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It seems that from the beginning, Cohen is denouncing history. His first part is called "The
History of them All," where history is never offered as a logical plot (Dragland 262). Book Two
is a long letter from F., and finally Book Three is given the same title as the novel.
Another aspect of Cohen's writing that could be considered postmodern is that he uses
shock tactics. Lebold mentions that the first thing about Beautiful Losers that strikes the reader
is the violence found in the language and the use of obscene phrases (Lebold 144).

Cohen

purposely uses direct vulgarity to express both sexual experiences as well as describing
washroom habits. However, as Lebold points out, "erotic scenes give birth to moments of great
poetry" (Lebold 148). In Cohen's world, to fuck and go down on a saint are both sacred and
profane. This is what F. insists that 'I' do in order to achieve sainthood, something that is
literally impossible but can happen outside of time (Scobie 98).

Here the sacred becomes

profane because he is using a very vulgar description, but the profane is also becoming sacred
because he is using it as a means of achieving a Zen-like state.

Cohen purposely places his

sacred and profane passages in a context next to each other. Scobie explains that the passage
containing his definition of a saint comes after one of Cohen's most outrageous scenes, which
provides the reader with a direct image of attaining sainthood through sexuality (Cohen 100). He
does this in order to show the connection between flesh and spirit, past and future.
However, what separates Cohen's writing from the postmodern is that these shock tactics
only appear to be fragmented and actually lead to an important unity. His novel displays the
ultimate union of the sexual and the religious (Scobie 99). The novelist wants to show that it is
impossible to have one without the other. In the past, religion existed without sexuality. It had
also caused fighting and hatred among people. Now in the present, sexuality is attempting to
exist without spirituality. This is also causing pain amongst the world's population where there
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seems to be nothing to believe in. Cohen wants people to find a balance between the two in the
future and for him, this option involves both love for humanity and nature.
Another reason why Beautiful Losers does not fit with postmodern theory is because it
does not denounce systems altogether.

Cohen argues that systems must be broken and then

reborn. Rebirth is an extremely popular theme found in literature from the sixties when Cohen
was writing, but also throughout the ages. I disagree with Stephen Scobie's view that Cohen
sees the concept of systems as dangerous in Beautiful Losers. This is because Cohen creates his
own type of system at the end of the novel (Scobie 101). Systems are seen as something that
need to be broken, but this has always been true throughout literary history and humanity.
People have always found some sort of truth in knowledge and subsequently disproved parts of it
in order to construct a new one. In the novel, the System theatre is the central image where
systems are broken. On the sign, two of the letters are burnt out and what is left is the word
STEM. Once a system breaks, a stem appears, just like it has done here. Something is taken
from the old and provides a possibility for growth (Scobie 101). It is important to recognize that
the word stem suggests a rebirth or a new beginning that is found in nature.
Stephen Scobie also explains that religious systems are meant to be broken, which is a
recurring theme in Beautiful Losers.

Catherine, who follows a rigid system, realizes this more

than the Jesuits or her aboriginal aunts. Cohen praises the Jesuits and their religion for being
able to break the rational order of things because of their belief in miracles (Scobie 102).
However, besides this, the novel's attitude towards Christianity is negative. It is important to
remember how 'I' accuses the Church of personal and social crimes, its inability to come to
terms with sexuality, and the prudishness that traps it in indecency. Because of the Church's
treatment of aboriginal people, he accuses it of participating in Edith's rape by means of the
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social forces that it creates. His most serious allegation is the killing of aboriginal people and
how Christianity was used to destroy their religion.

Of all the religions found in the novel,

Cohen seems to be the most sympathetic to the aboriginal version due to its acceptance of stems
found in the irrational, magical and unknown (Scobie 103). He is also sympathetic to their love
and respect of nature, which is also found in the romantic poets.
In the first book, 'I' represents the old traditional religion of Saints and one Christian God
fighting against the aboriginal religions as well as all of the others. F. is purely sexual and exists
when the book is being written during the sixties sexual revolution. F. could also represent the
postmodern version of atheism. In order for things to change, the two have to merge. Therefore,
T must incorporate F. into himself. This is the result in Book Three where 'I' (the old idea of
God and Christianity, Catherine) accepts all religions and cultures as well as sexuality (from F.),
paganism/Ancient cultures (Egypt, Greece, Rome as well as Isis and Osiris), aboriginal (Edith,
Oscotarach), French Canadian/Quebecois, English Canadian, and Jewish. This is where a love
for humanity and nature emerges to form a new magical belief. Perhaps the outcome and point
that Leonard Cohen wants to make is that he wishes that our country reaches this ideal. This can
also be associated with another recurrent theme found in Beautiful Losers, which is rebirth, as
was pointed out earlier. It is also something found in the history of literature as well as religion.
In Christianity, Jesus is reborn to save humanity. Here in Cohen's novel, all of the characters
combine to do the same thing. As Stephen Scobie explains, this novel is "a redemptive novel, an
exercise to redeem the soul" (Scobie 124).
There are many important reasons that Cohen chooses the goddess Isis as a religious
figure to end with. First of all, Stephen Scobie indicates how Isis recovers the body of her
brother Osiris from a tree house and brings him back to life. T also moves from the basement in
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his house up into a treehouse in order to isolate and escape into nature. While F. is incapable of
living there because he is too lonely, 'I' can handle it. It is the goddess Isis who brings him back
to life allowing him the sexual experience with a type of saint. This allows him to become a
saint himself and reach that point of remote human possibility. Her role as a pagan goddess
incorporates all gods and all manners of living into her worship. She is considered a virgin and
whore at once, therefore providing a balance between the sacred and the profane. Her ability to
heal the sick also attaches her to Catherine (Scobie 107). Isis stands for the unity of all things
after reconstructing the body of her fragmented brother and bringing him back to life.

She

represents past, present and future. Another important thing about her is that no mortal has ever
lifted her robe, implying that 'If' is no longer human but finally is a saint.

One aspect of

Cohen's novel that should be held in consideration is that he uses three parts to his novel, a form
that can be associated with both religion and Catholicism. The number three is a very important
number that could imply a religious connection with the holy trinity. There are also three major
settings. First, there is the cabin, representative of a claustrophobic closed-in space, which can
be T s ' basement where there are no windows, his treehouse, and the locked hotel room in
Argentina. The closed space forces the characters to return to the self. This is the second space
where chaos re-emerges in private, locked-in apocalypses like the orgy that F. and Edith have
with Hitler (Lebold 146). Finally, there are the many camps including the Jesuit mission and the
Aboriginal camp that are open as well as social. They show us how humanity experiences pain
and collective suffering (Lebold 147).
In the first book, Cohen introduces the reader to all of the characters as individuals.
There is the historian narrator, his friend and guru F., Edith the historian's wife, and Catherine
Tekakwitha. Stephen Scobie explains that the four characters are connected to each other like
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saints and disciples or masters and pupils.

None of these roles are fixed but are in fact

interchangeable (Scobie 97). In a conventional religious definition, Catherine is most obviously
the saint.

Catherine's character is constantly shifting between "recorded historical fact,

quebecois popular myth, imaginative reconstructions by other characters, and unconventional
uses by the author" (Scobie 97).

She represents the old religious Christian world because she

denies and destroys her sexuality. Catherine uses the mortification of the flesh and virginity as
her methods of reaching eternity (Scobie 110). Edith also takes part in becoming a saint as well
as being apart of Isis. However, both her body and herself are creations of F. They remain
subservient to him as their master (Scobie 97). F. is more teacher than saint but his power is
limited. All three of these characters can be seen as saints while 'I' is the disciple. In Book
Three, the positions are reversed. 'If' represents a remote human possibility found in Cohen's
definition of a saint. (Scobie 97). 'If' is also the one who recognizes the divine immanence in
all things (Scobie 102).

Here, there are two men and two women, and by the end of the novel,

the two on each side have blurred to form a third new character.

The men become an

unnameable third person and the women become Isis, a pagan goddess.
It is important to recognize that Isis is the goddess who took over all of the other
goddesses in the ancient world. She is the universal mother because she has the ability to make
the soul immortal and renew life. In her are all of the virtues from the goddesses combined,
which include forgiveness, purgation, communion and regeneration. She is the healer of souls
and helps to regenerate the dead. She also pieced together her husband Osiris with fragments to
symbolize her miraculous healing power. Isis is also the agent of miraculous transfiguration: by
committing suicide, she restores her husband (Pacey 88). This is the same thing that happens
when Edith commits suicide because she helps bring her husband "back to life" or transforms
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him into a saint. By using this as one of the last images of the book, Cohen is again criticizing
Christianity, because his character is returning back to the pagan way of life. In Beautiful Losers
the fragments combine to form a whole. Postmodern theory celebrates fragmentation and not
unity. What Cohen is doing is creating a new religion that combines all of the major world
religions into man, and where the woman is a pagan goddess. Despite Cohen's criticism of
organized religions, he emphasizes that it is necessary for the human race to believe in
something.

Cohen's Form of Religion and his Belief in Love

Before he began writing novels, Leonard Cohen was first and foremost a poet.

He

published three books of poetry including Let Us Compare Mythologies in 1956, The Spicebox of
Earth in 1961, and Flowers for Hitler in 1964.

His first novel: The Favourite Game, was

published in 1963. After this, Cohen switched to singing his poetry and a number of his songs
were and still are politically charged. Thus, another method that Leonard Cohen uses to express
the importance of his beliefs is through his music. For example, in 1969 on his album Songs
from a Room, he redoes a song entitled "The Partisan." It was originally written by Anna Marly
and found on an album called "Les chants de la resistance et de la liberation" in 1943 during the
Second World War.

His cover of the song was influential and gave the song a new life.

Afterwards, it was sung by him as well as many other singers including Joan Baez during certain
historical moments throughout the 70's and 80's. Anna Marly chooses to use the word partisan
because it is representative of the entire human race. Cohen uses this song during the seventies
in order to be overtly political because he wants to draw attention to war being unnecessary. In
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all oppressed countries, resistance includes both men and women. The original song called "La
complainte du Partisan" is about a human being who is confronted with pain, hope and
uncertainties.
Another example of a politically charged song written in 1992 is the title track "The
Future." This song is a lament on what the world has become and what it is becoming. When
the world is without well-defined political or religious views, including beliefs in ideas such as
Communist Stalin, Christianity's St. Paul or the Berlin wall, it becomes difficult to understand or
see what people believe in. This is not to say—of course—that the "certainties" brought about by
such historical figures or features were desirable. Poets have always been known to see things
before they happen. Since Cohen is a poet and has this talent, he uses explicit examples found in
postmodern theory to show how it will help transform the world into something worse. In this
song, he explains how there will "be the breaking of the ancient western code" and how "your
private life will suddenly explode" (Cohen, "Future").

Postmodernism is a theory that

emphasizes fragmentation. It also describes language as a type of code. Here, Cohen is hinting
at the fact that the importance of Western civilization will crumble. Other postmodern critics
explain that postmodernism champions the individual. People's personal lives will replace the
importance of Western history. Cohen goes on to explain how things will slide in all directions
and nothing will be able to be measured anymore. In postmodern theory, there is no centre or
stability. This could explain the "sliding" and the chaos of flying in all directions.
In "The Future," Cohen explains the importance of having some type of spirituality in
life. He stresses that in the twentieth century, existing without something to believe in has
"overturned the order of the soul" (Cohen, "Future"). Cohen is a spiritual man who wants to
insist on the importance of spirituality. Despite all of these negative images found in the song,
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one of the themes that remains consistent in Cohen's works is that people need love in order to
survive.

He stipulates in "The Future" that "love's the only engine of survival" (Cohen

"Future"). It allows people to escape from the nastiness found in everyday life. Cohen implies
that love also has the power to bring people back to a new concept of religion.
Love is a unifying theme found in all of the world's religions.

While the present

worldview in the 20th and 21st centuries in North America is battling with extremist views both
for and against religion, Leonard Cohen uses his poetry, writing and songs to try and salvage it.
Love is also a major theme from Ancient Greece. Plato deals with it in The Symposium as a
philosophical issue, which Cohen does as well in Beautiful Losers. In Plato's work, the guests at
the banquet examine different aspects of love. However, the one that has the most in common
with Cohen's novel is the view taken by Socrates. He uses a ladder metaphor to explain the
steps taken to understand love, where he understands how it is not the pursuit of physical love
that is important, but the intellectual. While the body decays, the mind never expires. Love is
seen as a true virtue and necessary in the philosophic search for wisdom.
This being said, love is seen as a universal principle or sacred force that has shaped
western ideas and attitudes at all levels of culture.
Losers.

This theme is also developed in Beautiful

If we accept the definition of love from Ancient Greece, by using love as one of his

themes, it is a means for Cohen to emphasize universal connections. Cohen's explanation of
love appears very clearly in his definition of a saint:
A saint is someone who has achieved a remote human possibility. It is impossible to say
what that possibility is. I think it has something to do with the energy of love. Contact
with this energy results in the exercise of a kind of balance in the chaos of existence. A
saint does not dissolve the chaos...I do not think the saint dissolves the chaos even for
himself, for there is something arrogant and warlike of a man setting the universe in order.
It is a kind of balance...Something in him so loves the world that he gives himself to the
laws of gravity and chance...He can love the shapes of human beings, the fine and twisted
shapes of the heart... (Cohen 101)
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Cohen's definition of a Saint does not belong to Catholicism. He builds his own definition
of religion that combines Catholic sainthood with aspects from other world religions. In his
definition of love he combines spirituality, mysticism and the ability to believe in something
even if it might not be part of the traditional belief system. Love is a very strong image that is
meant to unite people and something that can potentially save humanity from its present
condition. Desmond Pacey explains that Cohen's image of going down on a saint illustrates how
his character makes contact with the energy of love and combines this physical ecstasy with
spiritual vision (Pacey 91). Stephen Scobie also draws attention to the importance of Cohen's
definition of a saint.

'I' achieves something that is impossible to define and is connected to

energy as well as balance. Pacey also explains something very important. Saints are people who
are detached from claims, family, and society. They have transcended earthly values. This is
why Ray Charles is in the sky: he still has a body because he remains human. However, he has
overcome the ability to make mistakes because "he has been purged by his closeness to it and
has become a kind of empty vessel into which the eternal powers may pour themselves" (Pacey
87).

The "beautiful losers" in the novel achieve the beauty of sainthood because they

lose/surrender themselves to the ordinary world while the world views them as losers. Catherine
starves in the woods, Edith commits suicide in the elevator, F. is put in an asylum for the insane,
and I/If is a freak in the woods. However, in the eyes of "God," these characters are not losers at
all.

Catherine surrenders herself to become the bride of Christ, Edith voluntarily commits

suicide to teach I/If a lesson, F. shows I/If the promised land, and I/If plays mediator between
God and man in the last paragraph because he must go through agony in order to understand
compassion (Pacey 87). It is a voluntary loss of himself to achieve a higher cause.
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Myths are a form that usually implies a movement towards a greater disorder but that end
in a new order. They can also be seen as a new distribution of identity and difference. This is
what Leonard Cohen does at the end of his novel. He uses his version of the creation myth to
provide a new god that will help save society. As this god is in the process of becoming, Cohen
shows how there is truly only a chosen few who are different from the masses and are able to see
beyond what is directly in front of them. Cohen quotes one of the people watching this spectacle
and who explains it would be better to just go back to his TV set.
Unlike 'I's' new form of religion, what is crucially important to remember is that F.'s
attempt at creating a religion fails along with many other aspects of his character.
reason, one of the meanings behind his name could be interpreted as FAILURE.

For this
He is too

concentrated on the cult of the body and constructing human perfection using superficial means
by combining it with sexual perfection. Postmodernism also supports an obsession about the
body and practically worships it as if it would replace a defunct religion. Frank Davey explains
that F.'s political theories are built on restricted sexuality and a "capitalist exploitation of desire"
(Davey 19). His goal is to achieve human perfection and instant gratification. Edith becomes his
creation and he almost succeeds. The reader knows that he fails in his endeavour when her bum
starts to fall, because it had been the part of her body that was supposed to be his "masterpiece"
(Cohen 175). F. also creates a perfect body for himself. He wants to become Charles Axis, a
character who represents physical perfection but who is dangerous and repressive (Scobie 109).
As Edith explain, "You've meddled F., you've gone against God" (Cohen 176). Another major
part of F.'s theories is to connect nothing. However, this fails as well. There are connections to
be made all throughout the novel, and connections to other literature that came before. Scobie
explains that Beautiful Losers is a novel that is highly organized, held together with networks
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and insisting that connections must be made to understand its content (Scobie 96).

Its un-

chronological structure is just one of the many examples that has been constructed and connected
in that particular way on purpose by the author.
Edith begins to realize that wanting to become F.'s creation of beauty was a mistake. She
wanted a transformation into something beautiful, but in the hotel room in Argentina, she starts
to realize that she was beautiful the way she was before. As an aboriginal woman and a member
of the A—'s, she was treated a certain way by the French and then by the English. Edith never
thought she was pretty because she was trained to think that way about herself.

Therefore,

because of her recognition that this wasn't what she wanted, Edith is a failed creation.
Finally, F. also fails in the world of politics. He embraces this as a way of life because he
cannot live in the treehouse due to its loneliness. Instead, he becomes a part of the political
system in Quebec where he is extremely successful. He is elected to the Canadian parliament
and is accepted as both a Patriot and a revolutionary leader in Quebec. F. is also successful in
commerce and business. He buys a factory based on his ability to manipulate people. Steven
Scobie explains in his book Leonard

Cohen that F. turns to politics because he needs an

audience, attention and power (97). He wants the world to embrace anarchy—he states he wants
to heal their pain, but his method of doing so involves damage and pain itself. This powerhungry attitude and narcissistic behaviour are two features in postmodern theory. F. encourages
the Quebec revolution not because he wants to help the people, but merely to break the Canadian
political system. He wants to disrupt the system as the French did to the aboriginals, the English
did to the French and the Americans did to the English.

His method is one of revenge and

superficial beauty: something that doesn't involve real love like in T s ' ideals. Revenge and
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power lead to his ultimate failure (Scobie 112). If F.'s idea is to destroy history, we can deduce
that F.'s failure denounces this as an option.
F. wants 'I' to attain sainthood and he attempts to do it by using the two women in the
novel. He explains that the reason he does this is because he wants to find a way to end the pain
that he sees in the world. This is another one of his methods that fail. F. is trying frantically to
piece together something. He wants to create an ideal that is neither fixed nor static (Scobie 99).
Norman Ravvin goes as far as to link F. with Fascist ideas.

He explains that F. speaks

"reminiscent of the Futurists and their celebration of power and violence" (Ravvin, "Writing"
26). This would be one of the reasons that F. and Edith meet up with Hitler in the bathtub.
Ravvin wants to re-enforce that in F.'s world, the Nazi's process of "degradation and
enslavement," are both acceptable and exciting to "the popular imagination" (Ravvin, "Writing"
28). This is what happens to both F. and Edith. However, this metaphor is also being used so
that Cohen can make a commentary on many other examples of extreme human suffering.
Ravvin explains that this novel confronts some of the results of human experimentation with
excess, which includes becoming an accomplice with systems of dehumanization (Ravvin,
"Writing" 30).
This connection to the Nazis is also meant to display how imposing your own fantasy on
the community is "at the expense of the other" because it leads to destroying plurality (Wilkins
40). This is what happens in F.'s ideal when he attempts to do this to both Edith and 'I.' As
Peter Wilkins explains, the Nazis are the epitome of genocidal oppressors and "provide the most
horrific example of the attempt to produce national purity based on one creator's ideal" (Wilkins
40). He is also only interested in history as it serves his own personal desires. This can be
compared with the postmodern narcissistic view of life. By forcing his model on Edith, he
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shows how "any imposition of one's absolutist project on the other has fascist overtones"
(Wilkins 41).

His attempt to connect nothing cannot work when he has to acknowledge and

respond to others. F. wants to heal pain but he does it by trying to impose his vision on others.
He then recognizes that the social body is also hurt, but in a way where one person cannot heal it
by imposing his vision. However, he comes "to this recognition only in retrospect, after his
egotistical idealism has failed and the experiment has escaped his control" (Wilkins 42). His
system is an example of the system that began operating at that time and continues to operate
today at the beginning of the 21st century.
Unlike the narrator 'I', F. cannot move beyond sexuality.

He does not demonstrate

having any depth past this quality. In fact, while 'I' cannot achieve orgasm, this describes the
only thing that F. and Edith are able to do. This is what allows 'I' to achieve sainthood and
makes him a beautiful loser (Scobie 108). While they can only practice the loving of multiple
bodies and physical love, 'I' has the ability to love all people.

When F. and Edith are in

Argentina attempting to achieve their sexual pinnacle, they also end up in the bath with Hitler.
This can be seen as an ability to forgive this monster from history because they include him in
their sexual games. However, it can also be interpreted as a correlation between the cult of the
body and what it can lead to: lathering with a bar of soap made with human remains (Cohen
194). The experiments that F. performs on her can be likened to the experiments the Nazis
practiced on the Jewish people during World War II (Cohen 175). Cohen uses this in his novel
because he is predicting how the world can become if people start to worship the body instead of
finding something spiritual to believe in. The human behaviour that he sees before him that lacks
religion is what he translates onto the pages of his novel.
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However, there is a positive outcome: from this chaos and lack of spirituality will eventually
come a rebirth and another belief in something else.

Leonard Cohen suggests what that

something else can be. After their extreme sexual experiences with the D.V, both F. and Edith
exchange their love for one another.

They then exchange dialogue where "something is

beginning in my heart, a whisper of rare love" (Cohen 193). However, F. realizes that he "will
never be able to fulfill it. It is my prayer that your husband will" (Cohen 193). Both understand
that 'I' will be able to achieve this but it will have to be alone without them. However, when he
does, they will be with him in spirit. While the French or the Jesuits used ghastly scenes of hell
to frighten aboriginal people out of their pagan beliefs into a new loneliness and forced them to
live through the death of their heaven, F. is doing the same thing to Christianity with his bodily
religion (Dragland 267). Winfried Siemerling also sees this as a potential for new foundations.
He explains this in terms of the final voice at the end of the novel. It seems to "speak of a
beginning rather than an ending...[and]... we are invited to join this 'I' in his loneliness..."
(Siemerling, Alterity 59).
Beautiful Losers is a political and postcolonial novel because it discusses the colonization
of the aboriginal people as well as the French. It suggests what might be needed in order for the
colonized to escape their oppression and their history. A lot of its imagery such as the antireligious, narcissism and worship of the body serves to make readers take what are considered
postmodern values and make them unattractive. The story ends with a new system or unity that
has the potential to produce hope for humanity. Cohen creates a new religion that combines
ancient mythologies, Judaism, Christianity, spirituality, and most importantly: love.
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CHAPTER

TWO

Aquin: Not just another postmodern author...
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Et meme l'effort de 1'artiste qui fait un roman est
precisement un acte de souvenir et de jugement
porte sur le passe
—Hubert Aquin

A very popular method of interpreting Hubert Aquin's work is through what appears to
be his belief that art and action are mutually exclusive. Critics like to argue that being both an
artist and a political activist is impossible. This separation of these two categories can be seen as
a postmodern method of analyzing literature. With the lack of a blatant political statement in
fictional novels, either consciously or unconsciously, the ability to combat current political
thought disappears. Many critics also interpret Aquin as a postmodern writer due to the way in
which he structures his novels; their focus is merely on the form in his work. However, I am
more inclined to study the meaning and context in Aquin's novel Prochain episode and my work
is highly indebted to Patricia Smart's Hubert Aquin: Agent Double. Literature itself is definitely
a means of representing imaginative ideas but ideas that have ideological and political meaning
to shape how we interpret reality. It is very important to consider Aquin's characters and how
they act within the novel in order to understand the meaning of what he is attempting to
communicate to the reader.

I will attempt to suggest that Prochain episode is postcolonial

because of the way it deals with its structure, characters, and themes.

Understanding the postmodern interpretation of Aquin

Janet Paterson discusses Prochain
postmodernes

dans le roman quebecois.

episode as if it were postmodern in Moments
She explains that since Quebec has undergone an
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intellectual revolution, it contests discourses as well as categories of certainty. All of the aspects
she discusses about postmodern novels apply to Prochain episode.

To begin, in a postmodern

work, the narrator usually chooses to use 'I' to take on the role of the author, poet, and
commentator. The author is aware of the act of writing and emphasizes the plurality of narrative
voices that are usually split or fragmented (Paterson 19).

Paterson also explains how the

postmodern novel is characterized by rupture, juxtaposing different genres, multiplying stories
and investigative writings that question meaning (Paterson 21).

Also, postmodern literature

often has intertextual references. Instead of analyzing the meaning of these references, its main
goal is to examine the process (Paterson 74). Therefore, the importance is placed more on the
structure than the meaning of the words or ideas the author communicates.
One of the problems with postmodern literature is that it argues the author is dead and
therefore it is up to the reader to construct his or her own meaning. Fredric Jameson gives a very
thorough explanation of this subject. This argument is useful to explain and understand why
there is this new denial of social action as a subject in literature.

For Jameson, this idea

represents the end of individualism for the author as we know it. Due to linguists, sociologists
and cultural studies scholars who all claim it is something from the past, the old individual
subject is dead (Jameson, "Consumer" 114).

There are two positions on this subject that

Jameson mentions. One view is that people are pleased to admit that individualism used to exist
but that today in the age of corporate capitalism, the older bourgeois subject no longer exists. In
terms of the poststructuralist position, the bourgeois intellectual is something from the past.
However, poststructuralists argue that it is a myth and that it never really existed at all. This
claim originates from a denial of Marxism. To poststructuralists, the bourgeois intellectual is a
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construct. It is seen as both a philosophical and cultural myth that attempted to persuade people
they were individual subjects and had unique identities.
Jameson says that this presents an aesthetic dilemma and is a very harsh interpretation of
the times that we are now living in. If the ideology from this former time period where the
bourgeois intellectual existed is now over, it is no longer clear what artists and writers are
supposed to be doing. Also, the old system and the old models do not work anymore. To him,
this new way of thinking is harmful because nobody has a private world in which to express their
social or political beliefs through writing or art. The world has become a place where stylistic
innovation is no longer possible and all that is left are dead styles in an imaginary museum
(Jameson, "Consumer" 115). Contemporary or postmodern art is all about itself manifested in
new and original ways. One of the messages expressed to the world is that art and aesthetics are
both a failure at being new. It isn't possible to create anything new, so everything is supposed to
reinvent itself (Jameson, "Consumer" 116).
Jameson

describes

schizophrenia

as

"an

experience

of

isolated,

disconnected,

discontinuous material signifiers which fail to link up into a coherent sequence" (Jameson,
"Consumer" 119). Postmodernism has a peculiar way of dealing with time. Jameson explains
that it is more useful and easier to deal with the concept of time in postmodern theory by using
schizophrenia. Here, schizophrenia is not used as a medical diagnosis but more as a descriptive
adjective about how form behaves (Jameson, "Consumer" 118). Language has both a past and a
future because sentences move through time, thus creating what seems to be a concrete or lived
experience.

However, Jameson's use of schizophrenia does not create this experience of

temporal continuity.

People who are schizophrenic are condemned to live in the perpetual

present. Another quality of schizophrenia is where various moments of a person's past don't
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connect much with each other. There also doesn't seem to be any conceivable future on the
horizon.
People with schizophrenia do not understand personal identity in the same sense as
everyone else. This is because the feeling of identity depends on the 'I' and the 'me' over a
certain time. However, schizophrenics will have more intense experiences of any given present
moment in the world compared to other people. 'Normal' people without schizophrenia have a
present that is part of larger projects, which will be realized in the future and that connect to their
past (Jameson, "Consumer" 119). One of the major problems of a schizophrenic personality is
that without a personal identity, nothing can be organized in the long term. Having a personal
project means committing to continuity over time and this is something that schizophrenics
cannot do. As certain temporal continuities break down, the experience of the present becomes
powerfully vivid as well as material. The world comes before the schizophrenic person with a
heightened intensity providing a mysterious or oppressive effect. There is also an unreal feeling
as well as a feeling of loss.
Postmodern

theory

applies

to language

and

schizophrenic

behaviour.

In the

schizophrenic breakdown of language, individual words become more literal and are reoriented
through the subject or the speaker. People usually try to see through the material aspect of words
in normal speech to understand the meaning behind them. As meaning is lost, the materiality of
words becomes more important and obsessive, as if the person is repeating them over and over.
This happens until the words become both incomprehensible and the meaning is lost (Jameson,
"Consumer" 120).

This helps explain why people listening to or reading postmodern

poetry/music often feel frustrated or desperate due to this feeling of discontinuity (Jameson,
"Consumer" 121).
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Just like a schizophrenic, Hubert Aquin's character "Je" in Prochain episode is also
incapable of dealing with these two factors: both time and history. All of the steps mentioned in
the explanation of schizophrenia by Jameson can also be applied to 'je' in Aquin's novel. He is
constantly discussing a past and a future that are impossible for him to access. The past that he
talks about is made up of the spy hero's romantic relationship with K as well as both the hero
and the narrator's former political activism that put them in prison. Part of the spy hero's story
revolves around a romantic night that they spent together. He attempts to recreate it in his mind.
However, he is neither able to remember all of the details from their night together nor reestablish something for the future. This contributes to "Je"'s schizophrenic personality because
he is stuck in the present. He is too busy contemplating his fall into a void. Aquin creates his
characters so that their pasts don't seem to connect with one another.

Both characters are

condemned to not having any type of conceivable future. The spy is caught in Switzerland only
to be sent back to Quebec and the narrator is already in jail. As both of their temporal certainties
begin to break down, the spy begins to realize he can't catch H. de Heutz and the narrator
realizes that he cannot control his novel as he wishes. As they begin experiencing an oppressive
feeling because of this failure, their feeling of loss and unreality intensifies.
However, there are aspects of the characters in Prochain episode that prevent them from
simply falling into a postmodern definition of schizophrenia.

This is connected to another

important point that Fredric Jameson makes in his introduction to Jean-Francois Lyotard's The
Postmodern

Condition.

Schizophrenia can be interpreted as a type of response to the

postmodern way of viewing the world.

It is not revolutionary, but a way to survive under

capitalism. It is also a method that allows for the production of new things within the capitalist
modes of production (Jameson, "Foreword" xvii). If this definition is taken into account, the
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characters in Prochain episode do not fit the definition of schizophrenia.

Aquin's narrator's

original goal is revolution and he is ready to do whatever possible in order to achieve it. He is
also adamant that he doesn't want his writing to remain within the structural limits of the
political system that already exists because he doesn't believe in it.

Finally, he refuses to

produce art within the confines of the system. By demonstrating his revolutionary goal and
rejecting the status quo, Aquin refuses to merely survive in the capitalist system.
Craig Owens also offers some insight into the use of schizophrenia in literature. He
believes that one of the qualities of postmodernism is schizophrenia, but the difference with the
medical condition is that "we choose to diagnose its symptoms" (Owens 57).

During the

beginnings of postmodern theory, people weren't trying to figure out its 'symptoms.'

He

explains that the postmodern use of schizophrenia is a reaction by the human condition, which
arose out of crisis. Many different groups were fighting for cultural authority. Since the 1950's,
the cultural hegemony of Western Europe has been coming to an end. Many critics believe that
this is a necessity in order to encounter different cultures other than by domination or conquest.
However, there are also some negative effects due to the method in which it is done.

Paul

Ricoeur explains this trend and states (as quoted by Owens):
When we discover that there are several cultures instead of just one and
consequently at the time when we acknowledge the end of a sort of cultural
monopoly, be it illusory or real, we are threatened with the destruction of our
own discovery. Suddenly, it becomes possible that there are just others, that
we ourselves are an "other" among others. All meaning and every goal having
disappeared, it becomes possible to wander through civilizations as if through
vestiges and ruins. The whole of mankind becomes an imaginary museum: where
shall we go this weekend.. .We can very easily imagine a time close at hand when
any fairly well to do person will be able to leave his country indefinitely in order
to taste his own national death in an interminable, aimless voyage. (Ricoeur 278,
quoted in Owens 57)
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Ricoeur recounts the "dispiriting effects" that Western culture has received since its loss of
control. His analysis explains both the melancholy and eclecticism that is found in the pluralist
doctrine, which has become the current cultural production. Craig Owens offers an explanation
of how an extreme version of pluralism is not necessarily a good thing. He explains that it can
reduce us to being an 'other' forcing people into being seen as just one among many (Owens 58).
Another
Postmodern

aspect

of postmodernism

described

by jean-Francois

Lyotard

in

The

Condition is that instead of valorizing a consensus in a community, the self becomes

a variety of networks (Jameson, "Foreword" xviii).

This view determines Lyotard's ultimate

vision on science and knowledge. The goal is not to reach a consensus, but to undermine the
framework of science. Jameson explains that for Lyotard, narratives "must generate the illusion
of 'an imaginary' resolution of real contradictions" (Jameson, "Foreword" xix).
problem for literature or art that is attempting to communicate a political message.

This is a
Lyotard

explicitly states that there are no real solutions to problems, which doesn't allow for even the
slightest belief in a Utopia. In politics, meta-narratives used to imply a negation of capitalism
and suggested that there was something beyond it that was possible to attain.
Jean-Frangois Lyotard provides an important definition of postmodernism in The
Postmodern

Condition.

For him, postmodernism is the state of culture that has followed a

transformation since the end of the nineteenth century (Lyotard xxiii). This has altered what he
explains as 'the rules of the game' found in science, literature and the arts. By lessening the
importance of meta-narratives, Lyotard also diminishes the importance of Marxist theory.
(Lyotard xxiv).
It is important to be aware of Hubert Aquin's interest in Sartrian existentialism. Apart
from earlier works such as Being and Nothingness,

Sartre was a Marxist expressing this political
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belief in his writing. Aquin was also a leftist with certain socialist beliefs. In 1963, he wrote a
press release to announce his choice to fight for a revolution that would lead to Quebec's
independence (Allard xvi).

He also joined the Front de Liberation du Quebec in that year,

which was a group with Marxist leanings and who was devoted to achieving independence by
use of violent means. Finally, Aquin published in the journal Parti Pris known for being in
favour of Quebec independence, and for its socialist and atheist ideas (Allard xvii).
preface to Sartre's Colonialism and Neocolonialism,

In the

Robert Young explains that Sartre's writing

was heavily influenced by Francophone anticolonial thinkers, activists, and postcolonial theory.
He also says that
Sartre stands out as the Western Marxist who was most conspicuously involved in the
politics of the anti-colonial movements, both in terms of developing preoccupation with
resistance to colonialism in his work and in his own personal activism (Young viii).
Sartre is well-known for his active political campaigns on Communist issues and his ability to
integrate them into "the preoccupations of his own work" (Young viii). Hubert Aquin was also
very influenced by Sartre's work, thus linking their approaches with one another. This is seen
throughout his journal in which he makes numerous references to many of Sartre's works (Aquin
Journal 405). In Colonialism and Neocolonialism,
under French colonial rule.

Sartre writes about the plight of the Algerians

He was a supporter of the Front de liberation nationale (FLN)

created for Algeria's independence from France. Sartre uses his literature for political means to
spread his anti-colonial beliefs.
Jean-Francois Lyotard believes that society is a self-regulating system that should no
longer be considered as an organic whole. He explains that the principle behind having metanarratives is the stabilization of growth for both the economy and societies. He believes that the
harmony found between the hopes and needs of either individuals or groups, as well as the
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functions that are guaranteed by the system, are now only seen as a secondary component beside
the functioning of the system. Lyotard again clarifies that the true goal of the system is the
optimization of a global relationship between input and output (Lyotard 11). What this really
means is that knowledge has become a means to a capitalist end. It also means humans in
themselves are not worth anything. They are merely on the earth to produce and sell products.
This is problematic since:
Speculative or humanistic philosophy is forced to relinquish its legitimation duties, which
explains why philosophy is facing a crisis wherever it persists... (Lyotard 41)
Instead of being based on a communal effort, people are forced to become individualistic. They
must use their own linguistic practice and communicational interaction instead of their
knowledge in society (Lyotard 41).
Lyotard uses a historical explanation to allow his reader to contextualize this world view.
When society first entered a post-industrial age, the status of knowledge changed. This is also
true for culture when it entered the postmodern age. This change has been underway since
Europe's reconstruction after World War II in the 1950's (Lyotard 3). Lyotard's model for
viewing the world is based on capitalism. He states that:
Knowledge is a will to be produced in order to be sold, it is and will be consumed in
order to be valorized in a new production: in both cases, the goal is exchange.
Knowledge ceases to be an end in itself, it loses its use-value (Lyotard 4).
While writing in the late seventies and early eighties, Lyotard explains that knowledge had
become the principle force of production (Lyortard 4).

Anything that uses narrative as an

authority is not knowledge (Lyotard 29). Lyotard is very clear expressing that he doesn't agree
with the principle that humanity is able to rise up in both dignity and freedom through
knowledge (Lyotard 34).
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In order to fully understand Jean-Frangois Lyotard's explanation of postmodernism, it is
important to see his opinion on linguistics and its relationship to the rest of the world.

For

Lyotard, language is a game and every utterance should be considered a move. He also believes
that to speak is a method of play fighting. However, just because one plays doesn't mean that
one plays to win necessarily. For example, a move can be made for sheer pleasure or to invent
something. This pleasure depends on a feeling of success won at the expense of an adversary
(Lyotard 10).

Lyotard's postmodern theory is important for the analysis of Aquin because

Lyotard's definition is focused on play within language, which is something that happens often
in that novel. In Prochain episode, the spy hero often encounters language games throughout his
battle with H. de Heutz. One example is the confusing code that is given to him at the hotel
Angleterre (Aquin 17). Due to the political undertones that are found in the novel, what appears
to be a game on the surface is actually much more serious. Aquin is using a playful structure in
an attempt to understand the place for political action within art.
Monika Fludernik finds some obvious faults within postmodern theory and how it's
applied to fictional novels. One of the theorists that she disagrees with is Linda Hutcheon.
Hutcheon explains that "textuality of history matches that of literature" because we can only
know the past through traces of text (Hutcheon, Canadian 14). By implying that there is fiction
within history, facts no longer exist as they once did. She argues that if our knowledge of the
past is a construction, then its meaning can be changed. History is interpreted by postmodernists
as a construction that has been "made by the historian through a process of selecting, ordering
and narrating" (Hutcheon, Canadian

15).

One of the reasons why postmodernists prefer

archaeology to traditional historical narratives is because it emphasizes a fragmented perspective.
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Hutcheon explains that the postmodernist approach allows people to move away from the "usual
notion of history to a new one of archaeology" (Hutcheon, Canadian 16).
Fludernik differentiates between historical and fictional writing. This is important for my
analysis of Prochain episode because it is essential to understand that Aquin's work is fictional
and that it is not trying to be historical.

In her article "History and Metafiction," Fludernik

discusses how people often confuse historical and fictional disciplines (Fludernik 82). Without
using the term postmodern, Fludernik criticizes how:
...the thesis of history's entirely fictional nature has come precisely from critics
interested in the linguistic makeup of historical writing, and the fictionality markers
which they have disclosed in the discourse of historiography.. .(Fludernik 82)
She explains that readers are usually constrained by textual markers when they read history.
These aids include markers such as methodology, sources and problems that are meant to
constrain a person's interpretation in order to keep it historical. When the reader is in the process
of interpreting within these restraints, he or she can choose to transform the texts into referential
works or fiction. For example, in historical works written in the nineteenth century, they do not
usually provide historical evidence and make suspect arguments. However, they can be enjoyed
as versions of history with "a different claim to historical accuracy or truth" (Fludernik 83).
Fludernik makes it very clear that to read history as fiction is "an entirely different
interpretative renegotiation of a text" (Fludernik 84).

Some people observe that history and

fiction share the same textual pattern. This allows for re-interpretation and different types of
writing to construct a new form of meta-narrative (Fludernik 84). What has been invented is a
new kind of historical mythology, which combines fabulation, magical realism, metafictional
genre, the nonfiction novel and autobiographical journalism. In what has become historiographic
metafiction, authors use parody to reinstate this mythic history into contemporary novels
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(Fludernik 85). This way of thinking shifts the focus away from historical events in the political
sphere to a focus on long-term historical developments in geography, institutions or ideology.
By doing this, the historical events that are more determined by human agency are left on the
side and the focus is put on processes and developments that cannot be explained by human
action. Historiographic metafiction doesn't try to determine the difference between history and
fiction (Fludernik 84).
There is a shifting away from historical events that are found in the political realm to
long-term ones found in areas such as geography. This shifts the focus away from historical
events that are determined by both human agency to ones controlled by processes and
developments. This way, historical events cannot be explained by human action.

Historians

claim that their goal is to collect as much information and develop arguments about the changes
that have occurred. Their explanations are still only speculations but they are supported by a lot
of details.

Fludernik specifies that history deals with the accumulation and combination of

incidents that happen because of certain changes or developments. She explains that
Contingency and chance, which are such crucial factors also in fictional plots,
cannot be eliminated from history (and only imperfectly suppressed in historical
discourse) precisely because historical destiny (a fictional strategy in some kinds
of traditional histories) is no longer admissible as a last ditch resource
(Fludernik 86).
For her, history is not just proof for a sequence of events. Once events have occurred, they can
be traced through a certain series of stages that have succeeded chronologically (Fludernik 88).
Fludernik also argues that history and fiction are entirely different concerning their
makeup. While history relies on a validation of historical events and concentrates on the larger
context that influences populations, fiction concentrates on individual experience even if that
experience is seen from a general philosophical vantage point. Despite their differences, they
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examine human experience from complementary points of view. History is more concerned with
human interaction and fiction with the individual's personal relations (Fludernik 89). MarieEmmanuelle Lapointe explains how "la critique neglige le caractere metaphorique du sujet de la
fiction litteraire, le transformant en embleme de la condition d'une collectivite historique"
(Lapointe 193).

This differentiation between history and fiction is important to understand

because postmodernism attempts to combine these two ideas into a single category called
historiographic metafiction. Postmodern theorists believe that history is fiction and vice versa.
Hubert Aquin is not attempting to fictionalize history as some critics imply.

He is using

historical events and figures in his novel to provide insight into Quebecois society.

Towards a postcolonial definition of Prochain episode

In The New North American Studies, Winfried Siemerling explains the effects that
postcolonialism has had on Quebec and Canada. Both places can be considered postcolonial
even if they are part of the developed world. The aboriginal people were first colonized by the
French, and then the French and the First Nations were colonized by the English.

The

colonization of the Quebecois by the English is one of the major themes in Prochain episode
(Siemerling New 119). Siemerling makes an interesting differentiation between postmodernism
and postcolonialism. While both theories challenge narratives, the latter "challenges them in
name of the ethical universal" (Siemerling, New 112, Appiah quoted in Siemerling 155).
As explained earlier, Hutcheon defines postmodernism specifically in relation to
Canadian literature. Postmodernism "designate[s] art forms that are fundamentally self-reflexive
or art that is self-consciously art" and has as "much to do with the literary past as with the social
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present" (Hutcheon Canadian 1). This means that the literary art is 'self-consciously' aware it
has been written, but also that the reader knows it is a production of a particular culture relating
to both the past as well as the present.

Hutcheon explains that self-reflexivity is what

distinguishes postmodernism. Self-reflexivity allows the reader to make a new engagement with
the social and historical domains in order to challenge how humanist beliefs function in society
(Hutcheon Canadian 2). For Canada specifically, its
own particular moment of cultural history makes it ripe for postmodernism [...]
[Canada's] contradictory acts of establishing and then undercutting prevailing values and
conventions provoke questioning [and] a challenging of 'what goes without saying'
(Hutcheon Canadian 3).

There is a debate as to what constitutes postmodernism and what constitutes
postcolonialism. Two famous Canadian female critics take up this dispute. In Helen Tiffin's
introduction to Past the Last Post, she examines both sides of this theoretical debate between
Linda Hutcheon and Diana Brydon.

Brydon makes an important case for postcolonialism

because she questions Hutcheon's interpretation of it as a neo-imperialist approach. She asserts
that responsible postcolonialist critique has always paid attention to cultural difference. The
differences between, as well as within, postcolonial societies have always been crucial to the
definition of its theory.

In contrast, Hutcheon argues that postcolonial theory should be

challenged because only indigenous populations should be considered postcolonial and not the
settlers who came after (Tiffin xi).
In order to decolonize, it is important to first have the idea to build a nation (Siemerling,
New 124, Fanon quoted in Siemerling 1963). Prochain episode reflects the difficulties of being
stuck between two cultural systems before the decolonization has taken place. Aquin believed
that under colonization, the act of writing creates a predictable illusion of the artist because the
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colonizer forces him to play a certain role within society, thus his writing remains colonized. If
he continues to write under these conditions, it can become deadly for both the writer and the
medium. Aquin, the narrator and the character in the spy novel all refuse this role because they
want to resist domination. Hubert Aquin uses his writing as a means of reflecting this "double
consciousness" and internal debate (Siemerling New 31, quoted in Dubois 364). He is trying to
find a way out of this struggle that he himself faces each day.
Patricia Smart's explanation of Aquin's Prochain episode is the one that I agree with
most. Smart explains that when Aquin was writing Prochain episode, he believed that art and
life were two opposing absolutes that were closed off from one another.

This is why his

character in the novel is constantly fighting between these two poles that seem to exclude each
other. Patricia Smart explains how
Lorsque l'art et la vie son envisages comme des domaines "absolus" et fermes
l'un a l'autre, le conflit entre leurs exigences opposees prend la forme d'une
oscillation sterile entre deux p61es qui s'excluent...(Smart 13).
Prochain episode
appartient a l'epoque ou l'engagement d'Aquin dans la situation politique du
Quebec rendait particulierement ai'gu pour lui le conflit entre l'art et Taction. Le
mouvement du livre correspond a la decouverte que les poles de l'art et de
Taction ne sont pas statiques, mais mobiles et interdependants... (Smart 13).
For Aquin, to pick sides and to fully commit himself to one or the other is seen as insufficient.
He believes that authenticity can only be found between the two (Smart 14).
In Prochain episode, Aquin has chosen to use this dialogue between art and political
action in form and content. He does this in an attempt to pull the reader into the middle of
contradictory truths. In the novel, the narrator refuses the idea of equilibrium that is offered by
the art form because he wants to devote his time to revolutionary struggle.

In the novel's

structure, Aquin's narrator wants to destroy the coherence of his novel. All of the movements
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that he attempts in the form result in failure. His failures include suicide, violence, revolution,
seeing K, and writing in his diary. The novel that the narrator is attempting to write is supposed
to replace the idea of certainty that is missing from his life.

He is a part of the Quebec

population that is being suffocated from the ambiguous political and cultural situations that
exclude them. The narrator is lacking certain things in his life that he wishes were there. They
include having a country that he believes in, having the woman that he loves with him and being
certain that the revolution will happen. These three forces are considered to be part of either his
past or his future. Patricia Smart explains :
Ce present que le narrateur eprouve comme absence se situe entre un passe et un
avenir qu'il investit de la plenitude dont il est prive : valeurs absolues du pays, de la
femme aimee et de la revolution a venir. Passe et avenir se fondent dans[...] 1'union
avec 1'aimee, union que le narrateur pergoit comme gage de la revolution a venir
(Smart 41).

Though, due to his identity crisis, we discover that this will be difficult because he believes that
these three things are impossible to attain.

Postmodern and Postcolonial structures within Prochain episode

As explained earlier, postmodernism is continuously changing and therefore very
difficult to define. In metafiction, the principle theme of the novel is the novel writing itself
(Paterson 15). This can be held true for Hubert Aquin's Prochain episode.

Aquin's novel is

very concerned with its structure and his narrator concentrates on how he is writing his story.
The narrator is using the form of a novel within a novel to explore the possibility of using art
and/or literature for social action. While the narrator is writing his novel in the hospital, every
time he gets closer to action, he starts discussing different types of death including drowning and
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suicide. This inability to deal with action is also found in his spy novel. The spy is attempting to
catch H. de Heutz and every time he gets close to achieving his goal, he cannot go through with
it. This is because he realizes that H. de Heutz is actually a part of himself. Aquin's characters
have lived with both English and French cultures all of their lives. What they both realize is that
even though they don't like being colonized subjects, they can't escape being part of the English
culture. Therefore, the spy and H. de Heutz are actually two parts of the same person. This is
also why the spy cannot kill him and why he is always contemplating suicide. Meanwhile, the
narrator is experiencing the same thing but in his writing. He is trying to use his writing as a
means to escape the colonial situation in Quebec and using it as a method that will lead people to
revolution. However, he realizes that he cannot entirely escape it through revolution because the
English culture is part of who he is.
Some critics interpret Prochain episode's ending as postmodern because there is no fixed
event that provides a conclusive ending. It finishes with the narrator describing what will happen
in the future and how the revolution, the woman he loves and the rest of his instabilities will
come to fruition. Despite the word "fin" or end written on the last page, Aquin has meant for his
novel to imply a chance for hope and revolution, which is also implied in the title of the novel. It
leaves room for an interpretation that involves rebirth or a new beginning. This potential for
rebirth is a quality that is not found in postmodern works and is an argument against Prochain
episode being interpreted as a postmodern novel.
Another aspect of Prochain episode often considered postmodern is that the story is not
chronological.

Aquin mirrors the stories of the two main characters to destroy the logical

method of understanding that people search for in novels (Smart 22). Due to its characters that
are not easily defined and the stream-of-consciousness method of writing, Aquin's novel is quite
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difficult to follow for the first-time reader. The 'progression' of the novel is found in the order
of perception.

This perception is created by using ironic distancing between the two poles,

which destroys the setting, characters and plot. In effect, Aquin's irony is used to produce a
conflict in the sub-conscious of the reader (Smart 25).

This distancing actually moulds the

narrator and his spy hero into one. It also shows the difficulty that the characters have. They
believe that revolution and killing H. de Heutz is not possible until they escape the colonial
system. The narrator is in prison and writing the spy novel but the reader hears the stories from
both men. Their experiences resemble each other so much that it is often hard to figure out who
is speaking. The reason that this form does not primarily reflect postmodern characteristics is
because there are some aspects of the novel that fit both it and postcolonialism.

Here, the

narrator and the spy have been alienated by Canada and the parts of 'legitimate' society that
don't believe in revolution for Quebec.

They were both caught in the act of planning a

revolution and put in prison. The narrator is also alienated by his revolutionary ideals that won't
allow him to sever the ties from the colonizer. Therefore, he believes that his art will never be
able to become revolutionary since the English culture is too much a part of who he is.
Hubert Aquin parodies the duality of good versus bad found in the spy novel. In a typical
spy novel, life is very defined and absolute, which is a reassuring situation for the reader. He
creates ambiguities such as double agents and disguises. However, it's just temporary because it
is a world that always returns to being part of a defined system. In Prochain episode, the spy
novel is not conventional. It does not have a defined enemy and all of the qualities that were
once considered absolutes within the genre disappear as the novel progresses.

In Aquin's

version, the narrator must move back and forth between art and action, a debate that he is having
psychologically and that he transfers into his story. He must first try and separate himself from
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the fight between the two poles of art and action to unify them. Smart explains how 'Tambigui'te
creee par la presence d'agents doubles, de deguisement...ne peut etre qu'une interruption
temporaire dans un monde qui reviendra finalement a l'ordre" (Smart 26). Unity is another
quality that is not a part of a postmodern interpretation because a postmodern novel's aim is to
emphasize disunity.
Aquin allows the reader to follow the difference between myth and reality by using
alternative styles in the novel. His 'lyricism' shows the aspirations of the narrator, which are
surrounded by an 'absolute prose' (Smart 30). These two styles capitalize on the double ironic
perspective found within the characters and intensifies the tension between the identification and
distance from the narrator. Patricia Smart suggests that Aquin's lyricism and prose provide the
same tension as the one found between myth and reality that the narrator is living.

Aquin's

poetry has themes such as celebrating women and country (femme-pays), diving to the centre of
the earth, and geographic spaces. The prose is meant to bring the reader back to the emptiness of
the French Canadians after English control. Again, Smart suggests that Aquin wants the reader
to understand a possibility for the synthesis of the two. Both the perception of art and action are
put together "comme deux aspects complementaires du processus historique" (Smart 31).

The development of the two protagonists

Aquin's protagonist who is writing the spy story gets his revolutionary strength from the
action found in the interaction between art and reality. This relationship between man and his
milieu are characteristic of human activity but even more so in artistic creation. Artistic creation
is what builds the cultural development of a people within history. For French Canadians, this
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process is complicated by political, economic and cultural domination by the English as well as
other ethnic groups (Smart 18).

By attempting to demystify the myths of revolutionary

nationalism, Patricia Smart suggests that Aquin is trying desperately to get a better grasp on
nationalism's complexity in Prochain episode.
language or cultural dilemma.

Art cannot offer simple solutions in terms of

It must direct the reader towards many different possible

solutions to the problem. As Smart explains, "le role de l'art n'est pas d'offrir des solutions
simples au dilemme collectif du Canada frangais, mais plutot de conduire le lecteur vers une
perception des multiples dimensions du probleme" (Smart 20). However, despite offering many
different solutions, a pluralism that is left too much leeway does not define anything at all.
Aquin does not let this happen in his novel. Despite his seemingly open ending, he tries to get
his reader to understand his position on the art/action debate.
Prochain episode begins with the narrator of the novel displaying his emptiness or
'vide' before he is able to start creating his art. This is shown through many different metaphors
that he uses. One of his examples is on the first page of the novel where he believes that Cuba is
burning in the middle of Lake Geneva while he descends to the bottom under the surface.
image represents everything that is not stable in his life at the moment.

His

He is lost in the

emptiness of life. This fall into emptiness is normal for a person who is having an individual or a
collective identity crisis.

The narrator of the story also represents an entire population that

suffers from an ambiguous political and cultural situation.

This situation takes place in the

present, while he thinks about both a past as well as a present that he doesn't have access to. He
tries to force the revolution, the love of the woman he is chasing and having a defined country
into the present but to no avail. The narrator "...ne peut plus se cacher l'immense difficulte,
sinon 1'impossibility, de faire la revolution dans son pays... " (Smart 42).
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Prochain episode can also be interpreted as a biographical form of Hubert Aquin's own
life because there are many similarities between him and his characters.
Rassemblement

pour

l'independence

nationale

independence of Quebec from Canada.

(RIN),

a movement

Aquin joined the
designed

for the

As explained by Patricia Smart, art had been

traditionally defined as something to compensate for action so Aquin decided that he couldn't
justify having an artistic vocation (Smart 28). Then, when he was arrested and cut off from his
friends, he refused to publicly admit the political value behind his act and received a longer
sentence. This inability to act in favour of his cause made him feel an interior emptiness. It also
left him feeling completely without an identity. The way he explored this event in his life was
by writing.

His writing allowed him to "eveiller de nouveau en lui la croyance aux valeurs

absolues du pays et la revolution" and to " objectiver son dilemme" (Smart 29).
Aquin has purposely constructed this situation for the reader to identify with the narrator
and to live through the same things as him. Both the reader and the narrator are led to become
conscious of their own situation in relation to the novel and the reality of the situation in Quebec.
He or she is forced to trace the story of both the destructive process as well as the creative one
exhibited by the narrator and his character.

This allows for the reader to see how a double

perspective produces two completely contradictory meanings that seem to correspond with both
the form and the content of the novel.

While being "dechire entre deux identites (artiste et

revolutionnaire), le narrateur cherche a surmonter sa division interne par l'ecriture" (Smart 39).
The revolutionary part of him must dominate the artistic part and the artist must try to control the
revolutionary. This negotiation brings the writer closer to equilibrium within his own internal
conflict. It also allows him a kind of art that is always changing and in constant movement
(Smart 39).
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The reader also has a double perspective on the characters in the novel.

This is

comparable to the double perspective that Aquin is trying to negotiate with writing this novel.
Since the narration is told in the first person 'Je,' the audience can do nothing but adopt the point
of view of the narrator. As the novel progresses, the reader has no choice but to evolve with the
narrator on the nature of art, revolution and the relationship between the two. It is also obvious
that while the narrative continues, Aquin develops the naivete and the romantic vision of his
narrator.

This romantic vision can be likened to writers from the romantic period that he

mentions throughout the novel, including Lord Byron. While the narrator is both literally and
figuratively cut off from the world, he is debating inside an interior world that cuts him off from
the people he wants to liberate. He wants to use the myths behind nation building, women, and
revolution but he ignores the realities that correspond to these myths.

The narrator thereby

reduces the Quebecois people to an army of brothers whose rhythm is based on his own love for
K.
Aquin's character in his spy novel is supposed to create certainty by endorsing his
revolutionary identity. His "moi ideal" is frequently associated with his "passe revolutionnaire"
(Lapointe 188).

This is contrasted to a present filled with "l'impuissance et l'immobilite"

(Lapointe 189). He also clearly identifies the character's enemy as a counter-revolutionary and
indicates that the spy's mission is to kill this counterrevolutionary. In order to fight these antirevolution sentiments, the narrator creates a strong radical identity to strengthen the spy's ideas
and situate him within these values. When he descends within himself, he is showing both his
active political side as well as his creative artistic side, which appeared to be mutually exclusive
at the beginning of the novel (Smart 52).
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The narrator feels that he can escape his own personal duality by creating a character that
is a revolutionary without any internal contradictions. What happens is that his spy character in
his novel ends up being the one that is affected by this double reality. Smart explains that "le
heros, emprisonne dans le chateau de H. de Heutz, se trouve dans une situation qui reflete
l'emprisonnement de l'etat d'esprit du narrateur..." (Smart 48). His actions reflect his narrator
who is writing to fill a void. The spy improvises an alibi and plays the role of a person that is
depressed and tempted by suicide (Smart 48). Because the spy is a character invented by the
narrator, he reflects the artistic experience of the narrator. However, the spy/hero assumes his
powerlessness by choosing art instead of action. Instead of completing the action by killing his
enemy, he prolongs the uncertainty (Smart 49).
Aquin's narrator's "...projet d'ecrire un roman pour solidifier les valeurs revolutionnaires
commence ici a s'ecrouler"(Smart 50). He is slowly starting to discover how writing does not
necessarily allow him to achieve a simple one-sided situation for his character. By presenting
this to the reader, Aquin demonstrates that life doesn't offer easy solutions or absolute beliefs.
Both art and action can co-exist because they are not mutually exclusive or opposing absolutes.
The only two absolutes that are left in the novel are H. de Heutz and K. H. de Heutz
remains simplistic because he is a counter-revolutionary and his only objective is to remain an
obstacle to the revolution. However, de Heutz "abandonnant sa verite originelle...il revelera au
narrateur les ambigui'tes de son pays et de son engagement politique, mais de plus...il deviendra
le reflet de sa moitie artiste" (Smart 51). Here, he becomes not only an obstacle to the revolution
but the double of the hero and the person that he complements (Smart 51). The narrator loses
control over his story and doesn't understand the hero or de Heutz.

Nobody has certainty

anymore and all three blend together, making them impossible to identify.
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Heutz can be compared to a benevolent colonizer because he is referred to as a brother by
the narrator. These two characters can be seen as the two nations that represent Canada and that
resemble one another. Smart suggests that this transformation of de Heutz corresponds to where
the narrator is taken over by his own creation. He calls for the hero to unite with him and this is
where the novel begins to bring the narrator to a certain coherence of his role in society. The
narrator who wants to root himself in the history of his country (Quebec) by using revolution
finds himself pulled away by his art. His novel allows him to see a truth of which he is scared
because of the contradictions within himself as well as within his country. It's not that the novel
or his art destroys absolutes, but they destroy the absolutes that he created to define Quebec. K,
who can be seen as an acronym for Quebec, is the only thing that is still associated to the country
that doesn't yet exist.
revolution to the novel.

However, it will disappear when the hero decides to abandon his
With her potential conspiracy against him, she eliminates the last

absolute or stable thing in his life. Since she is an ambiguous character, it suggests that this
nationalistic ideal is a lie and that the country he is imagining does not really correspond to the
reality of Quebec. Here, through realization and understanding, the author gives both art and
revolution a mythical status (Smart 55).
Art objects help to eternalize historical moments that were lived by the hero. The objects
chosen show that the coherence of the narrator is not found in the movement but in equilibrium
between contradictions. The truth that the narrator discovers can be seen on two levels. Smart
explains that
l'exploration du pays a mene le narrateur vers l'enigme des rapports entre conquerant et
conquis, vers «l'axe dialectique» Canada frangais-Canada anglais qui est le constituant
fondamental de la realite quebecoise depuis la Conquete (Smart 58).
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However, the hero is not able to accept "la verite des objets d'art" (Smart 59). To him, "ces
objets suggerent l'attente plutot que Taction..." and they interest the "conquerant plutot que sa
destruction, et le caractere eternel de 'Tetreinte cruelle' des deux nations du Canada " (Smart
59).
The hero's experience in the castle suggests that when he is an artist, he can transcend all
roles. By allowing himself to accept the possibilities within himself, he can become as powerful
as Ferragus. Here, the content and the form break away from one another but the narrator and
his hero blend together to become one. The hero cannot break the code found in H. de Heutz's
book and the narrator does not understand the message that comes from the content of the art
objects in the castle. Art offers equilibrium purely through form, which would replace action in
time. The ambiguous status of the relationship between Quebec and English Canada cannot be
accepted like a truth by him and he realizes this. Therefore, he attempts again to try and embrace
the revolutionary position and the castle feels like a prison. H. de Heutz again becomes the
enemy and he starts to obsess about meeting K. However, he is no longer the young idealist held
solely by absolute beliefs. This is where
...la distance ironique entre Aquin et son narrateur s'accentue et qu'une brisure se cree
entre le contenu et la forme du roman (Smart 60).

Just like the hero is unable to understand the code, the narrator does not understand the message
found in the art objects. Or, he might choose to not understand their message because art "ne
peut egalement satisfaire les deux personnes qui luttent a Tinterieur de lui...l'art offre un
equilibre possible mais purement formel, qui ne saurait remplacer Taction dans le temps" (Smart
61).
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In the last chapter of Prochain episode, the narrator begins reflecting on his novel as well
as his political engagement. Since there is no way to verify the facts, his reflection brings him to
a pure unknown. The narrator was attempting to use his spy novel to give him answers and his
literature only brought more questions.

However, the narrator also sees that "tant que la

collectivite dont il fait partie restera alienee," there will be a "necessite de travailler pour la
revolution" (Smart 62). He stays on as part of the collective that remains alienated, which only
makes him see how necessary the revolution actually is. He will only be able to kill H. de Heutz
and end his novel when the Quebecois population are able to see and possess the reality of
revolution. But this also means that they will have to do away with a part of their cultural selves.
Another problem for the hero is that he will never be able to kill H. de Heutz. That
would be like killing a part of him and therefore a type of suicide. In his story, the narrator only
allows his hero to hurt H. de Heutz because of his own ambivalence on art and action. Prochain
episode is an internal fight projected on the narrator by the author and on the hero by the
narrator. Both levels believe that being an artist and being a revolutionary are two contradictory
truths. Smart explains when someone is a revolutionary, he or she must accept to play a role in
society. The goal of this role-play is to transform society where he or she lives. Alternatively,
the artist cannot open himself up to the unknown and detach himself from limiting roles. He or
she knows that art cannot serve any cause directly because it is a method of questioning instead
of having answers.
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Aquin's symbolism and metaphors

This debate between reality and representation in art has been going on since the time of
the Ancients. Both Aristotle and Plato discuss and debate this issue in the Poetics and book ten
of the Republic respectively. While Aristotle provides arguments in favour of representation and
mimesis, Plato discusses how imitation can be dangerous. Aristotle believes that art is able to
represent believable versions of reality. Plato disagrees because he feels that the more art makes
representations of representations, the less it becomes real. Hubert Aquin's debate between art
and historical reality or art and political action is more affiliated with Plato's argument. He
wants to use his writing for social action and reflect the reality found within Quebecois society.
However, he feels like it is useless. It won't have any direct effect and will turn out to be simply
a representation rather than the real thing.
Besides this comparison to the Ancients, Aquin consciously mentions many other famous
authors from other time-periods. One of them is James Joyce, the British father of Modernism.
According to Patricia Smart, "...l'oeuvre d'Aquin, comme celle de son maitre James Joyce...est a
la fois symboliste et profondement realiste, car ses symboles...unissent la matiere et l'esprit"
(Smart 15). Aquin develops his perspective on art and reality with complex literary allusions.
These allusions force the reader to understand history as an organic unit. Aquin uses this to
suggest that art and action are interdependent. Aside from Lord Byron, Aquin alludes to Honore
de Balzac in his novel. Patricia Smart explains :
Les heros litteraires et historiques du narrateur ont en commun deux choses:
chacun se rattache de fagon plus ou moins directe au mouvement romantique
du siecle dernier et chacun enjambe la distance qui separe la litterature et
Taction revolutionnaire (Smart 32).
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During the story, many meanings suggested by the reference to these authors seem lost to the
narrator. However, both men are present in order to comment on the narrator's own romanticism
and duality. They are also both mentioned because they were imprisoned and suffered for their
ideas and actions because each was a militant as well as a writer. They are comparable to the
narrator in Prochain episode because they are divided and want to convince themselves that they
are men of action (Smart 32).
The narrator of Prochain episode mentions these authors to show their revolutionary
abilities and beliefs.

However, they also demonstrate exactly what the narrator is trying to

escape: the duality of his situation. Their writings are what influences the narrator; they suggest
that writing has a power that can be equal to action. The narrator's conception of revolution is
what puts an end to his uncertainty. This is why the narrator makes literary allusions such as
mentioning Lord Byron (Aquin Prochain 28-29). Byron is associated with the narrator's night
with K. There is also a resemblance between the narrator himself as well as with the character of
Bonnivard from Byron's poem "Le prisonnier de Chillon" because they are both in the hotel
where Byron wrote his poetry. Lord Byron went to Switzerland and visited the castle where
Bonnivard was, which inspired him to compose this poem. Bonnivard is portrayed as a martyr
for liberty or freedom, but also isolated and alone.
Aquin's mention of the hotel Angleterre is another reference to Byron. This hotel is
where Byron is supposed to have composed his poem about Bonnivard, a patriot who was a
prisoner in Chillon castle. Aquin's spy in the narrator's story is also a prisoner in a castle (Smart
34). The narrator also resembles Lord Byron in other ways. Both authors were writers and
political activists fighting for the freedom of nations they believed in. Byron, just like our spy
novel protagonist, travelled to places like Lac Leman, Ouchy, and stayed at the Hotel Angleterre
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to write his poem. Aquin's themes found in Prochain episode (including art, revolution and
suicide) all mirror prevalent themes found in romantic writing.
Aquin also uses another important historical connection to Quebec's situation. He shows
a connection between Quebec and the nations that were colonized by Caesar's expansion of the
Roman Empire. The Helvetii were a Gallic tribe who lived in Switzerland in the first century
B.C. and organized an uprising against the Romans.

Patricia Smart explains that Aquin's

reference is not as simple as it appears. The descendents of the Gaulois are the French and
represent one of the colonizing forces that Quebec has attempted to push away in order to define
itself. This example serves many purposes. Firstly, it shows similarities between colonizer and
colonized.

Even though the Helvetii and the Gaulois are archetypal victims, they are only

written about by Julius Caesar who was their colonizer. They were "frustres par 1'agression de
Cesar de leur propre desir d'etablir une nation, ils ont cependent legue a leurs descendants une
culture enrichie et transformee...par le contact avec la culture romaine" (Smart 37). The Swiss
countryside in Prochain episode where the narrator and hero feel good is an objective correlative
that Aquin uses to show the slow switch of how one culture becomes part of another (Smart 37).
Through his writing, Aquin's narrator is exploring how he has a lot in common with the English
culture, therefore making revolution a difficult option. It is hard for the spy hero to kill H. de
Heutz, because they are two parts of the same person with different cultural heritage.
Instead of providing the reader with a simplistic answer to the Quebec dilemma, the
allusions to Caesar and the Helvetii are confusing. Now both art and history are no longer seen
as separate entities but processes that complement each other. Both disciplines that were once
contradictions have now been reconciled.

However, it is important to notice that art's

transformative power is not sufficient without being complemented by political action found in
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history.

Like Patricia Smart stipulates, "...l'art et l'histoire n'apparaissent plus comme des

domaines fermes, absolus, separes l'un de l'autre et eloignes du lecteur, mais comme des
processus complementaires auxquels il [le lecteur] peut participer" (Smart 38).

By using

historical examples that come from both literature and history, Aquin demonstrates to the reader
that the present cannot be understood in isolation from the past.
Aquin also researched the Oedipus story and used it as a symbol in his novel.

The

characters found in this myth relate to the protagonists in his novel and he uses it "pour explorer
les rapports entre les figures de l'autorite (Cesar) et de la revoke" (Smart 36). In the Oedipus
story, Oedipus kills his father in order to marry his mother without knowing what he is doing.
Aquin uses this allusion to demonstrate how his protagonists cannot escape their colonized past.
Oedipus is in fact an allegory for the Quebecois situation. The Quebecois cannot kill his/her
father, represented by his/her colonial past that includes Britain, France and English Canada,
because he/she has become too much a part of who he/she is. This means that it is very hard to
marry their mother, represented by Quebec as a free nation.

Oedipus illustrates how the

revolutionary act would lead to the destruction of the political adversary as well as the
destruction of the self. For Aquin, if "l'acte de revoke a une teinte de patricide, c'est que le
narrateur, en affirmant sa propre identite et celle de son people, doit se mettre en opposition avec
les forces memes qui l'ont 'fagonne'" (Smart 36). If the narrator assumes his proper identity and
that of his people, he puts himself in opposition to the powers that made him. Elements in all of
these three cultures are part of being French Canadian or Quebecois. Both the narrator as well as
the spy cannot separate from these cultures without destroying themselves.

The reality is that

one cannot exist without the other because they have become a part of each other. History and
culture prevent this separation from taking place (Smart 36).
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Prochain episode as postcolonial

Prochain episode is a postcolonial novel attempting to free itself from colonialism
through revolution. However, the narrator realizes that in doing this, he will kill part of himself.
Throughout time and history, both cultures assimilate into one another and it becomes impossible
to eliminate the colonizer. Despite all of the anger and hatred a colonized person has towards the
colonizer, it becomes very difficult to sever all ties since both cultures have become such big
parts of the other. This is why Aquin considers time and history as potential enemies. It is not
because he is a postmodernist.

As explained earlier, postmodern theory actively denies the

importance of history. By doing this, postmodern thinkers depoliticize novels such as Aquin's
even if this is not their goal. Postcolonialism is different because it does not re-write or reject
history itself. Instead, postcolonialism transforms certain aspects of history into fiction in order
to make social commentary. This is what Hubert Aquin does in Prochain episode. He places his
fictional characters in certain settings originating from Quebec's history to demonstrate how the
province is ready for a new beginning, despite not knowing exactly what it will be. This is
proven by the hope that he leaves with his reader at the end of the novel as well as with his
celebration of the Ancients, Romantics and Modernists. Hubert Aquin proves that he has found
an equilibrium between art and action over the course of the novel, which he displays through his
use of historical/political metaphors and symbols. After reading Prochain episode, the reader
understands that Aquin's goal is to de-colonialize Quebec through revolution. For myself, this
ambition makes his novel postcolonial because it shows how he has used his novel to
communicate a political message.
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CONCLUSION
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After examining Beautiful

Losers

and Prochain

episode in great detail within the

framework of both postmodernism and postcolonialism, it is clear that from my approach, both
novels are more postcolonial than they are postmodern. Long before the invention of the term
metafiction, authors would often use a variety of different writing styles side by side.

Both

Cohen and Aquin combine different media in their works, which does not immediately qualify
their work as metafictional. Readers have always been considered "participants" in the novel,
especially when it is written in the first person. It is their job to enter into the characters' minds
while they read the story but also to judge whether the first-person narrator is being truthful.
While Hutcheon admits that these authors "present a parallel public or political level" in their
work, I believe that both Cohen and Aquin are actually prioritizing politics in their novels
(Hutcheon, Narcissistic 158).
There are some excerpts in Beautiful Losers that could lead the reader to interpret it as a
consciously political novel. Cohen's narrator is an historian who "stumbles across what he calls
the 'horrible truth about Canada'" and this idea prevails throughout the novel (Hutcheon,
Narcissistic 158). Linda Hutcheon mentions that the cast of characters in his novel are symbolic
orphans—English-Canadian, Aboriginal, and Quebecois— where all three play "out the history
and destiny of Canada, of her successive conquests (the deaths of the Indian, Edith and the
French F.) and perhaps of her future fate (turning into an American movie)" (Hutcheon,
Narcissistic 159). However, instead of recognizing this as Cohen's major objective in his novel,
Hutcheon uses it more as an aside. As a postmodern critic, she specifies that the way in which
the reader should try and make sense of Beautiful Losers is through "metaphoric unities," such as
the sexualization of politics. Yet, by admitting that these specific themes exist, Hutcheon aligns
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these novels with a traditional form of criticism, which fundamentally goes against what she is
trying to suggest.
Despite my belief that "metafiction" is a term that was invented to describe novels
deliberately written by the author to influence the reader, other theorists imply that the writing
process is not always a completely conscious endeavor. Admittedly, authors often unconsciously
write in order to move and influence their reader. This concept has been investigated by Hans
Robert Jauss in Toward an Aesthetic of Reception.

The countless interpretations of a work after

it has been published by the author exist as a "horizon of expectation," which can be "varied,
extended, corrected, transformed, reproduced" and is always altering (Jauss 88). As Paul de Man
explains in his introduction to Jauss's theory, the horizon of expectation mediates between the
private inception by the author and reception of the text by the public (de Man xii).

More

specifically, it displays what happens when the self-enclosed structure designed by the author
meets the effects from the world outside (xiv). In de Man's explanation, the text at inception is
"unintelligible" in terms of the conventions that exist when it is published, so it must be both
interpreted as well as analyzed.

Both Jauss and de Man are very clear in stating that

interpretations of this horizon are never fixed or stable. However, it is also possible to believe
that once an interpretation is made, it becomes stable and an acceptable method of analyzing a
text.
Another major difference between postmodernist theory and the novels by both Aquin
and Cohen is the denial of the importance of the past. Hutcheon explains that
[t]he question is never whether the events of the past actually took place. The past did
exist—independently of our capacity to know it. Historiographic metafiction accepts this
philosophically realist view of the past and then proceeds to confront it with an antirealist one that suggests that, however true that independence may be, nevertheless the
past exists for us now—only as traces on and in the present. The absent past can only be
inferred from circumstantial evidence. (Hutcheon, Politics 73)
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Hutcheon and other postmodernists believe in minimizing the importance of history. Despite her
denial that historiographic metafiction belongs to presentism, this quotation from The Politics of
Postmodernism

seems to align the two theories together. By fictionalizing history and

prioritizing the present, postmodernism diminishes the ability of people to change the system.
The problem originates in the stipulation that historical works and fictional writing are equally
true/false. There has never been a problem with using historical events in a fictional story but it
becomes problematic when they are considered equivalents. Hutcheon explains that metafiction
...deliberately and provocatively violates what is conventionally accepted as true about
the events of the past...But the facts of this warped history are no more—or less—
fictionally constructed than are the overtly fictive and intertextual ones...The facts of
these fictional representations are as true—and false—as the facts of history writing can
be... (Hutcheon, Politics 77)
Both Leonard Cohen and Hubert Aquin do not deny the importance of historical events
that they deliberately use in their novels. Cohen's narrator might perhaps fictionalize history
throughout the story, but the author never tries to claim that his work of fiction should be
interpreted as historical documentation.

The historical research performed by his narrator is

what leads him to discover the truth about Canada's conquests and sordid past. As for Hubert
Aquin, the defeat of the "Patriotes" during the 1837-38 rebellions is an historical event so real
and present in his mind that he wants to find a means of remedying its outcome. He is not trying
to change history like many critics suggest, but to realize the goal of independence for the future.
Finally, Linda Hutcheon argues in The Canadian Postmodern that both metafiction and
Cohen's novel (thus implying a connection) induce the reader "to acknowledge our own role in
co-creating the text being read" (Hutcheon, Canadian 27). I believe that the reader is not invited
to create the text by the author, but asked to find new interpretations, just like in any other text.
Cohen is the one who has deliberately created his text in a certain way and it is up to the reader
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to generate meaning with what he provides. Hutcheon insists that F.'s comment to "connect
nothing," which summarizes his philosophy, describes the "confusing" nature of the novel that
prevents the reader from discovering a unified interpretation. However, throughout the novel,
Cohen portrays F.'s system as an unattractive and disgusting option (Hutcheon Canadian 29).
For example, the narrator historian transfers his distaste of the superficiality and narcissism
found in the character Charles Atlas to the reader (Cohen 74).
At the end of Cohen's novel, his narrator who represents both the past and the present
disappears into the unknown future. Cohen purposely does this to show how his god-like figure
that is able to see the world changing for the worse leaves behind a group of people who lack the
ability to observe what is happening. This image mirrors a recent trend in the late twentieth
century, which is happening all over the world. Here, Cohen puts it into a Canadian context. He
suggests that the state of Canada today, which is slowly falling apart due to a lack of universal
stability, originated with the colonization in the seventeenth century by the French and English
of the aboriginal people.
This is the reason why the attempt at revolution cannot be successful at the end of
Beautiful Losers. As a literary prophet, Leonard Cohen uses his novel to show the reader a few
of the many atrocities committed throughout Canadian and world history, but also to predict
what type of system his readers will be forced to confront in the future. This world that Cohen
presents results from what has come before.

In this future situation, rather than finding

commonalities between their own concepts or joining together for a communal cause, all the
potential revolutionaries are individualists and embrace their own ideas. This is why revolution
becomes an impossible task. In one of the final scenes, the only thing that the group of people
can agree on is to "watch the man turn into Ray Charles in the sky and proclaim 'Thank god it's
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only a movie'" (Cohen 259). Leonard Cohen is demonstrating how this future system does not
allow people the ability to differentiate between trained revolutionaries, the Jehovah Witnesses
and the Nazi Party. The strongest element in this new system is to forget how ideas were once
devised. Now they all blend together into a mass whose only concern is pop culture. They all sit
back to watch the movie, failing to fight for their cause. This is one reason why Cohen describes
this new generation as losers. Through his writing and social commentary, Cohen is hoping that
people can perhaps realize what they have become, thereby changing the direction of the way the
world is going.
Leonard Cohen uses his narrative that was written in the sixties to show how the world
will become like F.'s horrendous ideals in the future. Humanity and brotherhood are destroyed
only to be replaced by a religion that is based on technology, capitalism, and sexuality. Cohen
parallels this with how the Jesuits damaged the world of the aboriginals. This problem in the
present originates from the colonization of the aboriginal people in the seventeenth century.
Both the past and the present worlds no longer have religion to depend upon to get the
population to create communities. Cohen uses these two time periods in his text to make the
connection between two historical events. This capitalist element found in the Jesuits has helped
to later cause the horrendous state in which we find our world today. Rather than seeing the
possibility for a god-like figure in the Ray Charles projection, the want-to-be revolutionary can
only see what it is on the surface and cannot look deeper into its meaning. This is a metaphor for
how people no longer know how to interpret meaning. Cohen uses his narrative to show that the
world will become more like F.'s dreadful ideals where humanity and brotherhood are both
destroyed.
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Beautiful Losers can also be seen as transmitting the message that there is a need for a
religious figure to help escape what the world has become. In part three, when the narrator
disappears by transforming into a movie of Ray Charles, this could be interpreted as a means to
fulfill the lack of communion found in their lives. This is mirrored in the events concerning the
two women characters in the novel, Edith and Catherine, merging together into the Egyptian
goddess named Isis. While the men unite to become a man from popular culture who is both
black and blind, the women become an African goddess found in pagan religion. I believe that
Cohen is saying that religion and belief should be part of a humanity that includes all people.
However, Cohen's interpretation seems highly pessimistic. While there is this need or
desire for some sort of religion, there are many problems due to the lack of or inability to
communicate between the people and the gods. Through the disappearance of his characters,
Cohen shows how one of the only options out of this miserable condition is through suicide or
death. The narrator's wife Edith has already committed suicide when the book begins. She does
this to escape life after F. attempts to physically mould her into a plastic version of perfection. In
the second book, F. exists in the form of a letter continuing to intellectually control the narrator.
Finally, in Book Three entitled "Beautiful Losers," the first person narrator disappears and is
replaced by the third person. This could possibly be either the narrator from Book One, F., an
amalgamation of them both, or someone completely different. Cohen purposely invokes the idea
of loss in the title of this section because all of his characters are losers. His narrator was already
a prisoner in his basement in part one where he desperately searches for meaning and to rescue
Catherine Tekakwitha from Jesuit historiography (Siemerling, "Historical Alterity" 412).

He

cannot deal with the depressing reality of this history and decides to construct a wall between the
self and the outside. The narrator decides that historical research does not allow him to get any
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closer to his answers. However, he is no better up in the treehouse when he tries to return to
nature, a connection to aboriginal religion. He attempts to return to aboriginal life before the
Jesuits, but this is an impossible task because it has suffered the effect of being colonized. He
discovers the only way to achieve a distance from history is through the end of time. This is also
the end of thinking and is only possible through suicide or death (Siemerling, "Historical
Alterity" 426). Part three demonstrates the futility of life in the twentieth century. At the end of
the novel, many of the characters die.

In attempting to reach the end of time, death is one

method to eliminate the language that leads to loss.
Hubert Aquin's narrator is using writing as a form of escape from his own form of prison.
Since Aquin is a firm believer in Quebec's loss as a people due to their defeat on the Plains of
Abraham in the eighteenth century, he uses his character in Prochain episode to demonstrate the
continuous search for something beyond their knowledge of historical defeat. Aquin implies that
his narrator has made violent attempts at achieving revolution, a story which complies with
historical records involving his own experience with the FLQ. Now that he has been taken away
from the action, his only choice is to find a way to help the cause from inside his prison cell.
Through his writing, Aquin's narrator attempts to construct different perspectives in order to
escape unwanted definitions of the past (Siemerling, Discoveries 63). However, he finds this
difficult because the form he chooses entraps him in an already constructed system.
Prochain

episode should be read as a fictional novel that purposely mentions real

historical events as a means of commenting on society. The narrator's commitment to using
violent revolution to achieve freedom for Francophones in Quebec links him to a "terrorist"
organization similar to the FLQ. Historically, this group is defined as left-wing and desiring a
Marxist insurrection, which is a subtle yet important point ignored by many postmodern critics
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of Aquin's writing. The problems facing the Francophone minorities in Canada could possibly
derive from a variety of different origins, but here as well as in his essay "L'art de la defaite"
also published in the same year, it is blamed on the loss of the Patriots to the British in the 183738 rebellions. Aquin holds them responsible for their loss due to their predictability in battle and
their lack of belief in chance. In the novel, the narrator "je" decides to attempt to reverse this
defeat as well as the overall downfall of French Canada, through the structure that he uses for his
story. Prochain episode then partly becomes an autobiographical commentary on the influence
of writing, which makes it important to examine Hubert Aquin's politics and his choice to act on
these beliefs before and after 1965.
In my analysis, the characters found in Beautiful Losers and Prochain episode are
interpreted in two ways. They are losers to the greater system, and the novels themselves explain
how the past has failed the future of humanity or a certain cause. However, both novels provide
hope that the reader can perhaps make a difference.

In Cohen's novel, everyone dies or

disappears including the narrator and the revolution is impossible because people do not know
how to combine their individual interests into a communal goal.

They choose to sit back

passively and take whatever is thrown at them. For Aquin, his narrator's story ends with the
revolutionary being taken back to Quebec and put in jail, which reflects the story of both the
person writing the spy story and Aquin himself. It seems as if all three levels of narration have
failed.
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Cohen and Aquin's belief in history and hope for the future

Nevertheless, both authors construct their endings to be open-ended so that they can also
be interpreted as having hope for the future. Leonard Cohen's narrator becomes a twentiethcentury contemporary god when he is projected into the sky as a Ray Charles movie. Despite the
inability of society to recognize the hope associated with this image, Cohen still retains hope for
his reader to do so in order to find community within inhumanity. At the end of Aquin's novel,
despite writing the word "FIN," he purposely insists that a next episode will follow, as the very
title of the novel suggests. He will never be able to finish his novel until the revolution comes to
be and the entire system in which the characters live changes. His pursuit for this end will
continue forever because he is caught in a system that is similar to a purgatory. In both novels,
their authors emphasize the importance of history.

This helps to prevent them from being

interpreted as postmodern works. Both Cohen and Aquin do not deny history as fact and they
use it to communicate messages about the society in which their readers live. They leave it up to
the reader to interpret why they mention certain historical events. It is important to remember
that in writing, nothing is accidental and every word or idea is written for a reason.
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